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STATE OF MINNESOTA        DISTRICT COURT 
 
COUNTY OF RAMSEY          SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
 
 
CYNTHIA CAIN (Individually); RACHEL 
DIETSCH (Individually); JOAN 
DOBBERT (Individually); ANTHONY 
HERNANDEZ (Individually); SKYE 
HOEKSTRA (Individually); MICHELLE 
HUGHES (Individually); KATELYN 
KNIGHT (Individually); LEAH LARSON 
(Individually); ANTHONY 
MUNSTERMAN (Individually); 
ABERDEEN RODRIGUEZ (Individually),  
 
 Plaintiffs, 
 
v. 
 
MINNESOTA BOARD OF TEACHING, 
 
 Defendant. 
 

 
 
        Civil Case No. 62-CV-15-1979 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 

 
1. Plaintiffs are a collection of teachers petitioning this Court to end the Board 

of Teaching’s (“the Board”) practice of consistently refusing to follow Minnesota law.   

2. For years now, the Board has arbitrarily denied licenses to well-qualified 

teachers who clearly meet the statutory requirements.   

3. The Board provides no explanations for its denials and has systematically 

deprived applicants of their statutory rights to an administrative appeal.  Instead, the 

Board simply tells applicants to consult private, for-profit colleges and take whatever 

courses they recommend.   
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4. Plaintiffs have exhausted every avenue of encouraging the Board to comply 

with Minnesota law and now ask this Court for an injunction and a declaratory judgment. 

5.   For too long the Board’s systematic failure to comply with Minnesota law 

has been depriving teachers of their livelihoods and children of the best qualified 

teachers.  Perhaps most troubling, the Board’s actions are disproportionately affecting 

minority and disadvantaged children.   

THE PARTIES 

6. Cynthia Cain is a health education and physical education teacher 

currently residing in Anoka County, Minnesota. 

7. Ms. Cain has a bachelor’s degree in education and 15 years of teaching 

experience, including nine years teaching Physical Education and Health in Alaska, five-

and-a-half years substitute teaching in Minnesota, and one-and-a-half years as a part-time 

teacher of Health Education.  

8. Ms. Cain had an Alaska license to teach kindergarten through twelfth grade 

Physical Education, which included Health Education.  She meets the statutory 

requirements for licensure in both areas in Minnesota, but was only granted a Physical 

education K-12 license. 

9. The Board informed Ms. Cain that she could not even apply for a Health 

Education license until she completed a Minnesota approved teacher preparation 

program. 

10. Ms. Cain has a statutory right to a license to teach Health Education. 
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11. Rachel Dietsch is an elementary educator currently residing in Ramsey 

County, Minnesota. 

12. Ms. Dietsch has a bachelor’s degree in elementary education and nearly 

seven years of teaching experience, including teaching in economically disadvantaged 

schools in South Chicago. 

13. Ms. Dietsch is licensed in Illinois to teach Kindergarten through ninth 

grade. 

14.  Despite satisfying the statutory requirements for at least a standard 

elementary education license, the Board issued her a conditional, limited license.  The 

Board informed Ms. Dietsch that it will not issue her a standard license until she 

completes certain Minnesota approved courses not required by statute. 

15. Joan Dobbert is an early childhood educator currently residing in Mille 

Lacs County, Minnesota. 

16. Ms. Dobbert has a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in education.  

She is a dedicated early childhood educator with substantial experience and a proven 

track record of success with at-risk youth. 

17. Ms. Dobbert has six years of experience teaching in Minnesota preschool 

programs accredited by the National Association for the Education of Young Children 

18. Ms. Dobbert contacted the Board to obtain a standard early childhood 

education license and was initially told to apply through the licensure via portfolio 

program. 
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19. Before applying, Ms. Dobbert decided to complete her master’s degree to 

ensure she had the strongest possible application. 

20. The Board, however, discontinued the licensure via portfolio process before 

she could apply. 

21. The Board has since told Ms. Dobbert that to obtain a license she needs to 

get the recommendation of an approved Minnesota preparation program.   

22. After contacting a number of programs, Ms. Dobbert was initially told she 

would have to complete an entirely new master’s degree, including student teaching, 

before being recommended for a standard license. 

23. Although the responses have varied from each institution, Ms. Dobbert 

cannot get the recommendation of any Minnesota institution without taking additional 

courses, despite having a master’s degree in education and years of experience. 

24. Anthony Hernandez is an elementary educator currently residing in 

Hennepin County, Minnesota.   

25. Mr. Hernandez is a Harvard graduate with a standard teaching license from 

Washington, D.C. and three years of teaching experience.   

26. Although the Board did grant Mr. Hernandez a license, it inexplicably 

conditioned his license on the completion of “a Minnesota approved course in the 

assessment of reading skills, including a practicum.”  There is no statutory or regulatory 

authority for the Board’s additional requirement. 

27. Skye Hoekstra is a kindergarten teacher currently residing in Hennepin 

County, Minnesota. 
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28. Ms. Hoekstra has a bachelor’s degree in biology and a master’s degree in 

education with a special emphasis in early childhood education. 

29. She has a Nevada license to teach early education, from birth through 

second grade, and has taught kindergarten for the last four years. 

30. Despite satisfying the statutory requirements for a standard early education 

license, the Board issued her a conditional, limited license.  The Board informed Ms. 

Hoekstra that it will not issue her a standard license until she completes certain 

Minnesota approved courses not required by statute. 

31. Michelle Hughes is an elementary and special educator currently residing 

in Oakland, California.   

32. Ms. Hughes is a traditionally licensed teacher with over 12 years of 

experience in some of the most disadvantaged schools in California.   

33. For over a year, Ms. Hughes has been applying for both an elementary and 

a special educator license in Minnesota so she can move back to her home state.   

34. Despite her substantial experience and qualifications, the Board has 

declined to grant her an elementary education license, and has offered her only a limited 

special educator license.   

35. The Board has also declined to offer any explanation for its decisions, or 

inform Ms. Hughes of the requirements she must fulfill for a standard elementary 

education license.   

36. Instead, the Board has offered only an endless run-around.   
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37. For example, despite submitting documentation with her initial application 

showing that she had substantial training and experience assessing her students’ reading 

level, the Board determined she needed to complete a “Minnesota approved course in the 

assessment of reading skills, including a practicum.”   

38. When Ms. Hughes questioned the determination and presented her proof of 

training and experience, the Board reversed its position and informed her that “we have 

determined that your preparation in Reading meets Minnesota requirements, and we do 

already have the transcripts.”   

39. Nonetheless, three months later, without any explanation, the Board once 

again took the position that Ms. Hughes did not satisfy the reading requirement.  It went 

on, however, to also explain that if she wanted the Board to consider the materials she 

submitted in her initial application, and resubmitted three months earlier, she would have 

to file a new application.   

40. As the Board put it: “Ms. Hughes will need to complete an application 

(enclosed) to be submitted to Educator Licensing at the Minnesota Department of 

Education and provide the evidence that you have referenced regarding her reading 

courses….”   

41. The Board has no statutory or regulatory authority to require Ms. Hughes to 

apply for the opportunity to prove her qualifications a third time. 

42. Ms. Hughes also explicitly requested an administrative appeal of the 

Board’s decision not to grant her an elementary general education license.   
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43. As is the Board’s practice, it ignored her request.  After over a year of 

making little-to-no progress with the application process, Ms. Hughes is exhausted and 

reconsidering her decision to return to Minnesota. 

44. Katelyn Knight is an elementary and ESL educator currently residing in 

Hennepin County, Minnesota.   

45. Ms. Knight has an elementary license and a bilingual generalist license 

from Texas.   

46. Despite proving that she meets the statutory requirements for both licenses, 

the Board has failed to issue either.   

47. The Board has also not explained what requirements it believes she must 

fulfill, and instead it simply advised her to consult with a Minnesota university or college 

to “have them review [her] materials.” 

48. Leah Larson is a media specialist and special education and English 

language learner teacher currently residing in Hennepin County, Minnesota. 

49. Ms. Larson has a bachelor’s degree in English and master’s degree in 

Media Relations.   

50. Ms. Larson has taught in Texas and New York and is licensed in Texas to 

teach special education and English language learners. 

51. Ms. Larson has also taught as a media specialist in Minnesota for the last 

seven years. 

52. Ms. Larson is also currently teaching English language learners on a 

variance. 
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53. Despite her qualifications and experience, Ms. Larson is not able to apply 

for a license to teach English language learners or special education because the Board of 

Teaching refuses to acknowledge the licensure via portfolio process. 

54. Anthony Munsterman is a music teacher currently residing in Otter Tail 

County, Minnesota. 

55. Mr. Munsterman has a bachelor’s degree in music education and has nearly 

completed a master’s degree in music from Minnesota schools.   

56. He has been a music teacher for over 30 years, including 20 years in 

Minnesota, seven years in North Dakota and two years in Montana.  Mr. Munsterman is a 

dedicated teacher who spends substantial time working for his students, including nights 

and weekends preparing them for concerts, recitals and competitions.   

57. Mr. Munsterman currently has had a Minnesota license to teach 5-12 

instrumental band, general music, and orchestra.   

58. He also has a North Dakota license to teach K-12 music as well as a 

Montana license to teach K-12 music. 

59. Mr. Munsterman is currently teaching K-12 music on a variance.  Despite 

his vast experience and training, he has been told that he is unable to expand the scope of 

his license to cover K-4 and music without completing additional coursework, including 

student teaching. 

60. Aberdeen Rodriguez is an experienced teacher currently residing in 

Hennepin County, Minnesota.   
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61. Ms. Rodriguez has a standard Texas license to teach elementary school; 

English for grades 4 through 12; art for early education through grade 12; and English as 

a second language for early education through grade 12.   

62. Nonetheless, despite over a year of providing documents proving her 

qualifications, the Board has not granted Ms. Rodriguez a single license.   

63. Moreover, it has not explained why it believes she does not qualify for any 

licenses, and it has not told her what she needs to do to earn a license.   

64. The Board of Teaching is the Minnesota agency responsible for licensing 

teachers.  It is headquartered at 1500 Highway 36 West, Roseville, Minnesota. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

65. This Court has jurisdiction over this action under Minn. Stat. § 555.02, 

which allows district courts to determine “any question of construction or validity arising 

under … statute, ordinance, [or] contract.”  Declaratory Judgments against administrative 

agencies are appropriate when, like here, quasi-legislative action of the agency is 

challenged.  See, e.g., Anderson v. County of Lyon, 784 N.W.2d 77, 81-82 (Minn. App. 

2010).   

66. This Court also has jurisdiction because Plaintiffs either have no 

administrative remedies available to them, the administrative remedies are exhausted, or 

the administrative remedies are inadequate.  See, e.g., Builders Ass’n of Minn. v. City of 

St. Paul, 819 N.W.2d 172, 177 (Minn. App. 2012); Minn. R. 8710.0900. 

67. Venue is appropriate because the Board is a state agency residing in 

Ramsey County.  See Minn. Stat. § 542 et. seq. 
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BACKGROUND 

68. One of the most important issues facing our State is the deplorable and 

indefensible educational achievement gap between white students and students of color.  

Regardless of how it is measured, Minnesota is consistently found to have among the 

worst achievement gaps in the nation.   

69. For example, the U.S. Department of Education’s recently released data on 

state graduation rates shows that Minnesota has either the lowest or second lowest 

graduation rates for all four non-white student categories.  (U.S. Department of 

Education, 2012-2013 Graduation Rates, attached as “Exhibit 1”).   

70. It has the lowest graduation rate for Hispanics and Asians in the country, 

and the second lowest graduation rate for African Americans and Native Americans.  

(Id.).   

71. Similarly, the U.S. Department of Education found that Minnesota had the 

second lowest graduation rate for economically disadvantaged students in the country in 

the 2011-12 school year.  (U.S. Department of Education, Public High School Four-Year 

On-Time Graduation Rates and Event Dropout Rates: School Years 2010-11 and 2011-

12, April 2014, excerpts attached as “Exhibit 2”).   

72. No other state even comes close to Minnesota’s abysmal record.  (See, e.g., 

Minnesota Near Bottom in On-Time Graduation for Students of Color, Tim Post, 

February 19, 2015, MPRNews, attached as “Exhibit 3”).   

73. Results from the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments tell the same 

story.  They show that white students attain proficiency scores in math and reading at 
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least 30 percentage points higher than students of color.  (Minnesota Office of Higher 

Education: High School Academic Preparation and College Readiness, attached as 

“Exhibit 4”).   

74. Similarly, while Minnesota boasts that in 2013 its average composite score 

on the ACT College Entrance Exam “was the highest in the nation among the 28 states in 

which more than half the college-bound students took the test” and that “Minnesota has 

led the nation in average composite ACT scores for eight consecutive years,” the story is 

very different for students of color.  (Id.).   

75. While the ACT test shows 43 percent of White students are deemed 

“college ready,” it also showed that only 9 percent of black, 15 percent of Native 

American, and 20 percent of Hispanic students were similarly “college ready.”  (Id.). 

76. Hundreds of research studies spanning over a quarter century have 

definitively shown that the single most important factor for student achievement is the 

teacher.  Simply put, “[n]o other attribute of schools comes close to having [as] much 

influence on student achievement.”  Eric A. Hanushek, The Economic Value of Higher 

Teacher Quality, 30 Economics of Education Review 466, 467 (2011).   

77. Recognizing the central role of teachers, the Minnesota Legislature 

prefaced its 2011 amendments to teacher licensing statutes by making explicit that the 

amendments were intended to “improve academic excellence, improve ethnic and 

cultural diversity in the classroom, and close the academic achievement gap…”  Minn. 

Stat. § 122A.245. 
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78. In its 2015 Report to the Legislature, the Department of Education noted 

several trends “of concern to policymakers,” including: (i) that while Minnesota’s public 

school population is becoming more diverse, its teacher population remains 96 percent 

white, which adversely affects students of color and white students alike; and (ii) the 

percentage of Minnesota school districts reporting that it is “difficult or impossible” to 

hire qualified teachers in high-demand areas has doubled since 2012.  (January 2015, 

Teacher Supply and Demand, Report to the Legislature, p. 71, excerpts attached as 

“Exhibit 5”). 

79. The Department of Education also concluded that the increasing “disparity 

in diversity of the teaching workforce and student population may affect student 

academic achievement of students of color and Caucasian students alike.”  (Id.) 

80. Nonetheless, the Board continues to deny licenses to high-performing out-

of-state applicants who satisfy the statutory requirements.  The Board’s actions violate 

Minnesota law and frustrate plaintiffs’ efforts to get effective, diverse teachers in the 

classroom to close the achievement gap.       

I. THE BOARD HAS REFUSED TO ARTICULATE THE STANDARDS IT 
APPLIES FOR ISSUING A MINNESOTA TEACHING LICENSE AND 
HAS SYSTEMATICALLY PREVENTED ADMINISTRATIVE 
APPEALS. 
 

81. Despite repeated requests from community leaders, school principals, 

teachers, non-profit organizations, state representatives, state senators, private attorneys, 

and even the Department of Education, the Board has steadfastly refused to provide any 
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guidance on how it interprets and applies the statutory requirements for a Minnesota 

teaching license.   

82. Instead, the Board makes “case-by-case” determinations based on arbitrary 

and inconsistent standards.  As a result, similarly situated applicants are rarely treated 

similarly, and there is never transparency.  Indeed, the Board often denies some of the 

most qualified applicants while granting licenses to less-qualified applicants, and all 

without explanation. 

83. Moreover, despite the clear language of Minn. R. 8710.0900, which 

guarantees applicants the right to an administrative appeal, the Board has not allowed a 

single administrative review of one of its teacher-licensing decisions.   

84. Because an applicant has no right to an appeal until her application is 

formally denied, the Board has avoided the appellate process by simply not issuing 

formal denials, or refusing to provide any basis for its decisions.   

85. The Board also avoids the appellate process by not informing applicants of 

their right to an appeal, or incorrectly telling them that they have no such right.  (See 

Board Email incorrectly telling applicant there is no appeal, attached as “Exhibit 6” 

Redacted). 

86. By way of example, one applicant sent the Board an email on October 23, 

2013, formally requesting a contested hearing before an Administrative Law Judge 

(“ALJ”).  On November 13, 2013, the Board’s Interim Executive Director responded: 

My name is Allen Hoffman and I am currently the Interim Director of the 
Minnesota Board of Teaching.  My apologies for the tardy response…. 
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While you are certainly within your right to request the hearing to which 
you refer.  [sic] Please do know that it will be considered a contested case 
hearing before an administrative law judge.  The Board of Teaching will 
have an attorney from the Attorney General’s office representing the board 
demonstrating that the rules were applied in a fair and consistent manner to 
your request.  You would be free to have counsel present as well. 
 
What I want you to understand is that the administrative law judge does not 
have the authority to change the rules used to determine your eligibility for 
a license.  It is his/her responsibility to ensure that the procedures were 
applied in a fair and consistent manner.  The assessment made by the an 
[sic] experienced reviewer indicates that your preparation, as indicated 
above, does not meet the standards required.  This is something that the 
administrative law judge would not have the authority to change. 
 
Please let me know if you are still interested in an administrative hearing.  
While this is a possibility, I do not think that this would provide what you 
are looking for at this time.  It appears that your best option at this time is 
that indicated by the reviewer, to contact a teacher preparation institution 
and ask them to review your work and help you determine what you would 
need to be eligible for a Minnesota teaching license in the state of 
Minnesota. 
 

(A. Hoffman Nov. 13, 2013 email, attached as “Exhibit 7” Redacted). 

87. Undeterred, the applicant sent another email on December 9, 2013, and a 

formal letter on January 21, 2014, again requesting a formal hearing before an ALJ.  

(January 21, 2014, Email “Exhibit 8” Redacted).  To date, the Board has refused to 

provide the applicant a hearing, or explain why her request was ignored. 

88. With the help of counsel, two applicants managed to start the appeal 

process and get a contested case set before an ALJ.   

89. During that proceeding, the Board argued that the applicants should be 

precluded from introducing any evidence that the Board has granted licenses to similarly 

situated and even less qualified applicants, including the spouse of one appellant.   
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90. The ALJ found that such evidence would support a finding that the Board 

was acting arbitrarily and capriciously and denied the Board’s motion.   

91. Soon after, without receiving a single document from the applicants, the 

Board reversed its position and granted the applicants all the licenses they requested.   

92. The Board offered no explanation for its initial denial, or its sudden 

reversal. 

93. The Board also successfully opposed a motion from the applicants arguing 

the ALJ should nonetheless issue an opinion because the Board’s actions were capable of 

repetition while avoiding review.  (The ALJ’s opinion is not attached because it was 

marked as “not public”). 

II. THE BOARD UNLAWFULLY DISCONTINUED THE 
LEGISLATIVELY-REQUIRED PORTFOLIO APPLICATION 
PROCESS. 
 

94. In 2008, the Minnesota Legislature created an alternative pathway to 

licensure for teachers who had not completed a traditional preparation program.  See 

Minn. Stat. § 122A.21, subdivision 2.   

95. The new “portfolio application process” allowed teachers to obtain initial or 

additional licenses by submitting “one portfolio demonstrating pedagogical competence 

and one portfolio demonstrating content competence.”  Id.   

96. The 2008 legislation was enacted to create the flexibility necessary to 

recognize the qualifications, training, and experience of non-traditionally trained 

teachers. 
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97. Nonetheless, despite a clear statutory mandate for an alternative pathway to 

licensure, the Board unilaterally discontinued the portfolio process and refused to issue 

any licenses, regardless of an applicant’s qualifications.   

98. Instead, the Board simply told applicants to “contact a Minnesota college or 

university to complete a teacher preparation program.”  The Board’s website notes: 

Due to budget reductions and policy changes, the Licensure via Portfolio 
process has been discontinued.  Interested candidates and past candidates 
who were unsuccessful are encouraged to contact a Minnesota college or 
university to complete a teacher preparation program…. 
 

(Board Website as of March 26, 2015, attached as “Exhibit 9”).  

99. The Legislature enacted the portfolio process so that well-qualified teachers 

could get licensed without having to complete teacher preparation programs at Minnesota 

colleges.   

100. The Board’s discontinuation of the portfolio process is a clear violation of 

Minnesota law. 

III. THE BOARD HAS REFUSED TO RECOGNIZE LEGISLATIVELY 
REQUIRED RECIPROCITY FOR OUT-OF-STATE TEACHERS. 

 
101. The Board has also consistently refused to grant licenses to out-of-state 

applicants who satisfy the statutory requirements. 

102. Under Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 2, teachers licensed in other 

states are entitled to reciprocity if they satisfy three requirements:  

(i) They hold a bachelor’s degree from an accredited college;  

(ii) Their out-of-state license covers no more than two grade levels less than a 

similar Minnesota license; and  
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(iii) The issuing state required the applicant to complete a teacher preparation 

program that included field-specific teaching methods and student teaching, 

or the applicant has essentially equivalent experience. 

103. Despite the clear legislative mandate that out-of-state teachers are entitled 

to reciprocity, the Board entirely ignores Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 2.  It treats 

experienced, licensed teachers like all other applicants applying for licensure for the first 

time.   

104. It requires them to demonstrate that they completed all the courses that 

would be required in a comparable Minnesota teacher preparation program, as well as 

numerous other requirements not included in the statute, such as: 

i. that their teacher preparation program was “essentially equivalent” 

to a Minnesota program, which involves a course-by-course 

comparison of transcripts;  

ii. that they have an undergraduate degree with a major in the content 

area they are seeking to teach; 

iii. that they completed a 10-week student teaching program that 

included supervision by a university mentor and a teacher mentor;  

iv. that they completed field specific teaching methods in all the areas 

required by Minnesota preparation programs;  

v. that they have satisfied all Standards of Effective Practice in Minn. 

R. 8710.2000, including that they have demonstrated an 

understanding of:  
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1. the subject matter they seek to teach;  

2. how students learn;  

3. how to teach diverse learners;  

4. a variety of instructional strategies;  

5. how to foster a productive learning environment;  

6. verbal and nonverbal communication skills;  

7. how to plan effective lessons;  

8. how to use formal and informal strategies to evaluate student 

development;  

9. how to be reflective about their own professional 

development; and  

10. how to interact with parents;   

vi. that they have sufficiently studied American Indian history; and 

vii. that they have satisfied a reading requirement. 

 (Deposition of Board (“Board Depo”), at 45:17-46:13; 52:9-53:13; 57:19-59:12; 65:13-

71:15; attached as “Exhibit 10”). 

105. Not only does the Board ignore Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 2, but it 

also refuses to offer any insight into its decision-making process.   

106. It does not tell out-of-state applicants what it believes the general 

requirements are, what specific requirements it believes the applicants have not satisfied, 

or how they might satisfy those requirements.   
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107. Instead, the Board simply tells applicants that they are not being issued a 

license, and that they should consult a Minnesota approved teacher preparation program 

to determine what additional courses they may need to take.   

108. The Board’s form letter reads: “You are encouraged to contact a Minnesota 

college/university approved to offer this preparation program to determine what 

additional coursework may be required to obtain Minnesota licensure.”  (Example of 

Form denial letter, attached as “Exhibit 11”). 

109. There are at least 37 Minnesota colleges and universities that offer 

approved preparation programs, and their curricula all differ.  And although the Board 

does not provide any training or guidance to these schools about what Minnesota law 

requires for licensure, it nonetheless accepts their recommendations without question.   

110. By way of example, one approved teacher preparation program is a private, 

for-profit college that has been investigated by both the Minnesota Attorney General’s 

office and the U.S. Department of Education. 

111. In 2007, the school settled an investigation with the Minnesota Attorney 

General’s office that found “that financial aid officers received money, trips, gifts, golf 

and other entertainment from companies making student loans.”  (Minnesota Attorney 

General Press Release, attached as “Exhibit 18”). 

112. Allegations against the school included that its director of financial aid was 

paid $12,400 in consulting fees from a lender to the school, as well as many other perks, 

“including rounds of golf, wine, golf accessories, clothing and ‘thousands of dollars in 

honoraria.’”  (Exhibit 18). 
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113. In 2008, the Office of Inspector General with the United States Department 

of Education released a Final Audit Report finding that the same school returned 

$588,000 less than it should have to Title IV and Higher Education Act programs for 

students who dropped before the start of classes.  (Final Audit Report, attached as 

“Exhibit 19”). 

114. Despite the drastic differences in Minnesota approved institutions, if any 

approved school recommends an applicant for licensure, the Board will issue the license 

without any review. 

115. Not surprisingly, on at least two occasions the Board has admitted that 

teachers were “incorrectly advised” that they needed to take additional courses by a 

Minnesota teacher preparation program, and were subsequently granted full licenses.  

(Exhibits 12 and 13). 

116. The application review process for out-of-state teachers is an 

incomprehensible mess.  As State Representative Kelly Fenton recently explained, “I 

know from personal experience that Minnesota’s licensure process for out-of-state 

teachers is exceedingly onerous and confusing.  After teaching for many years in both 

Wisconsin and Texas, I was shocked to discover the hoops through which I would have 

to jump in order to transfer my license to Minnesota.  Unfortunately these hoops still 

exist for out-of-state teachers, and deter excellent educators from pursuing careers in 

Minnesota.” 

117. In its 2015 Report to the Legislature, the Department of Education asked 

district hiring officials to “identify factors that are barriers for hiring.”  The responses 
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show immense frustration with licensure practices for teachers initially trained in other 

states.  Anonymous responses collected in the report include: 

…Finally, I have seen some good applicants (at least on paper) inquire 
about teaching who have experience but have not been licensed in MN.  
Getting the license is costly and time consuming so several of those people 
have decided not to pursue education again - I believe that if they have been 
successful teachers out of state and re-locate to MN, we should honor that 
and have the ability to employ them without making it more difficult.  In 
general, it seems that the difficulty with hiring and retaining educational 
staff is at a crisis level. 
 
Getting candidates is difficult.  Out of state candidates won't even apply 
because of all the hoops they have to jump through and the cost of the 
license and tests is excessive…. 
 
Licensing requirements placed on us by the board of teaching are making it 
very difficult to hire in areas like science and SPED, ASD.  The hoops that 
prospective teachers have to jump through to get a license in MN is causing 
a shortage of licensed staff in all areas.  We can't hire licensed teachers 
from neighboring states because they don't meet our over the top licensing 
requirements.  The Board of teaching has too much control in deciding who 
gets a license to teach in MN. 
 
…Future teachers from other states are no longer coming to MN for 
licensure as in the past because of the difficulty of obtaining a license with 
all of the extra requirements beyond their own state licensing.  It is quite 
intimidating to think that one was good enough to be licensed and teach in 
another state and that MN would require such an additional burden to get 
licensed…. 
 

(January 2015, Teacher Supply and Demand, Report to the Legislature, p. 96-106, 

excerpts attached as “Exhibit 5”). 

118. Mr. Barry Olson, Superintendent of Blooming Prairie, MN Public Schools, 

recently wrote that, “When a quality out-of-state teacher applies for a job in Minnesota, 

let’s not make their licensure process more difficult than it needs to be. Let’s maintain 

standards, of course, but focus on the questions that I believe—and suspect most of my 
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colleagues would agree—are most important: Have they demonstrated success in the 

classroom and competence in their content area?  Will they help our students learn?  I 

fear that the Board of Teaching has taken away some of what principals and 

superintendents job is: to hire quality people.  We know if they are good teachers or not, 

and we welcome being held accountable for the results of our hires.”  (B. Olson, School 

Leader: To Help MN Kids, Let’s Open the Door to Great Teachers, Feb. 2, 2015, 

available at: http://minncan.org/news-blog/blog/school-leader-open-door-great-teachers). 

119. In practice, the Board makes it far more difficult for experienced, out-of-

state teachers to get licensed than in-state applicants applying for the first time.   

120. The Board must stop ignoring Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 2, and 

start affording out-of-state applicants their statutory rights to a Minnesota license.    

IV. THE BOARD HAS STEADFASTLY REFUSED TO ADOPT 
LEGISLATIVELY MANDATED “STREAMLINED PROCEDURES.” 
 

121. In addition to ignoring applicants’ right to an administrative appeal, their 

right to a portfolio review, and ignoring out-of-state teachers’ right to reciprocity, the 

Board has also entirely ignored a legislative mandate that they create streamlined 

procedures to recognize the experience, qualification, and training of out-of-state 

applicants. 

122. In 2011, in recognition of the challenges that highly qualified, out-of-state 

teachers were experiencing with the Board, and in an attempt to “improve ethnic and 

cultural diversity in the classroom, and close the academic achievement gap,” the 
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Minnesota Legislature amended the laws governing teaching licenses for applicants 

trained, but not licensed in other states.  Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 1.   

123. The amendment required the Board to create streamlined procedures to 

recognize the experience and training of out-of-state teachers.  The amendment reads: 

For purposes of granting a Minnesota teaching license to a person who 
receives a diploma or degree from a state-accredited, out-of-state teaching 
training program leading to licensure, the Board of Teaching must establish 
criteria and streamlined procedures to recognize the experience and 
professional credentials of the person holding the out-of-state diploma or 
degree and allow that person to demonstrate to the board the person’s 
qualification for receiving a Minnesota teaching license based on 
performance measures the board adopts under this section. 
 

Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subd. 1. 

124. In a recent deposition, the Board’s designated representative testified that in 

the three years since the Legislature passed the amendment, it had created only one 

“streamlined procedure.”  (Board Depo., at 97:23-98:1; 107:10-12).  That procedure, 

however, has not been made public or memorialized in any internal Board document, and 

has not been applied to a single applicant.     

125. As the Board explained, the one streamlined procedure is intended to allow 

applicants who did not complete student teaching to demonstrate they nonetheless have 

“essentially equivalent” experience.   

126. Although not defined in any document of any kind, the Board testified it 

interprets “student teaching” as requiring the completion of at least a 10-week program in 

which the applicant taught under the supervision of a university professor and a teacher 

mentor.  (Board Depo., at 41:18-42:12).   
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127. Under the new streamlined procedure, applicants who do not satisfy that 

requirement can instead demonstrate that they completed a teacher preparation program 

that includes all the requirements of Minn. Stat § 122A.245, subd. 2, which includes:  

 (i)  “a minimum 200-hr instructional phase that provides intensive 

preparation and student teaching;”  

 (ii) “a research-based and results orientated approach focused on best 

teaching practices to increase student proficiency and growth measured against state 

academic standards;”  

 (iii) “strategies to combine pedagogy and best teaching practices to better 

inform teacher candidates’ classroom instruction;”  

 (iv) “assessment, supervision, and evaluation of teacher candidates to 

determine their specific needs throughout the program and to support their efforts to 

successfully complete the program;”  

 (v) “intensive, ongoing, and multiyear professional learning opportunities 

that accelerate teacher candidates’ professional growth, support student learning, and 

provide a workplace orientation, professional staff development, and mentoring and peer 

review focused on standards of professional practice and continuous professional 

growth;” and  

 (vi) “a requirement that teacher candidates demonstrate to the local site 

team under subdivision 5 satisfactory progress toward acquiring a standard license from 

the Board of Teaching.” 

(Board Depo., at 103:12-105:15) (emphasis added). 
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128. As the Board explained, there are no exceptions to these requirements.  

Even an applicant who has taught for 38 years will not be considered to have “essentially 

equivalent experience” to student teaching unless she can demonstrate that her teacher 

preparation program included each requirement of Minn. Stat § 122A.245, subd. 2 noted 

above.  (Board Depo., at 43:2-45:16; 106:5-11). 

129. The so-called streamlined procedure creates one notable difficulty for 

applicants: to demonstrate they have essentially equivalent experience to student 

teaching, they must show they completed student teaching, in addition to other things.   

130. To avoid the streamlined procedure actually being more burdensome to 

applicants, the Board has explained it interprets the term “student teaching” in Minn. Stat. 

§ 122A.245 differently from how it interprets the same term in Minn. Stat. § 122A.23.  

(Board Depo., at 99:16-100:21).   

131. The Board, however, was unable to explain how it defines student teaching 

in § 122A.245, or why it attributes two different meanings to the same term.  (Id.). 

132. Even the Department of Education recognizes that the Board has failed to 

create the legislatively mandated streamlined procedures, and that its failure has 

frustrated teachers, school superintendents, and the Legislature. 

133. On July 26, 2012, the Commissioner of Education, Dr. Brenda Cassellius, 

wrote the Board urging it to create the streamlined procedures.  She explained:  

As you know, this was a high priority for both Governor Dayton and the 
Legislature as a strategy to attract highly qualified mid-career professionals 
to address shortages in high need areas, help close achievement gaps and 
diversify our teaching corps.  I understand developing this approval process 
is a complex and lengthy endeavor; however, more than a year later, it is 
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still unclear how the BOARD is moving forward to ensure its success.  In 
particular, please attend to the expedited process for out-of-state candidates 
as outlined in statute.  It’s been reported to me that there are currently 
several hundred qualified teachers standing by to serve our children.  If the 
Department can assist you in finalizing work in this area, we stand ready. 

 
(Dr. Cassellius, July 26, 2012, letter to Board, attached as “Exhibit 14”). 
 

134. The Board did not respond to Dr. Cassellius’s letter, and it did not accept 

the Department of Education’s offer of help.   

135. After another year of inaction, on February 11, 2013, the Chair of the 

Education Policy Committee in the Minnesota State House, Representative Carlos 

Mariani, wrote the Board requesting that it expedite its efforts to create streamlined 

procedures in accordance with Minn. Stat.§ 122A.23, subd. 1.  Representative Mariani 

wrote: 

This will be the third hiring season since the legislature passed MN Statute 
122A.23 requiring that a pathway be created for out of state candidates “to 
recognize the experience and professional credentials of the person holding 
the out-of-state diploma or degree and allow that person to demonstrate to 
the board the person’s qualifications for receiving a Minnesota teaching 
license.” 
 
I would like to specifically highlight the urgent need that our schools and 
districts currently have in accessing the widest and most diverse teaching 
candidates when filling open positions.  Candidates who have taught or 
become licensed in another state currently face a significant lack of clarity 
and inconsistency in how their previous experience, knowledge and 
credentials are recognized by the MN Department of Education. 
 
I urge the Board of Teaching to take the immediate, necessary steps to 
establish a clear, objective set of criteria that acknowledges the knowledge 
and prior experience these candidates bring to the MN workforce. 
 

(Rep. C. Mariani Feb. 11, 2013, letter to Board, attached as “Exhibit 14”) 
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136. On April 12, 2013, the Board received a similar letter from seven 

“stakeholders in the MN education community” again calling the Board to action.  (April 

12, 2013 letter to Board, attached as “Exhibit 16”).  The letter was signed by: (i) Rep. 

Carlos Mariani; (ii) the Superintendent of the Minneapolis Public Schools; (iii) the 

Executive Director of Charter School Partners; (iv) the Director of African-American 

Leadership Forum; (v) the Executive Director of Teach For America; (vi) the principal of 

Minneapolis College Prep; and (vii) the Chief Entrepreneurship Officer Venture 

Academy.  The Board again offered no response. 

137. On April 24, 2013, the Board received another letter from Senator Terri 

Bonoff joining Representative Mariani’s letter “urging the Board of Teaching to take the 

immediate, necessary steps” to establish the necessary streamlined procedures.  (Sen. T. 

Bonoff April 24, 2013 letter to Board, attached as “Exhibit 17”). 

138. Another two years have passed and the Board has still done nothing.  

Despite public outcries from state representatives, senators, school superintendents, 

principals, and teachers across the state, the Board continues to refuse to create the 

streamlined procedures the Legislature mandated in 2011. 

139. The Board’s refusal to recognize the experience and training of highly 

qualified, out-of-state applicants has not only deprived teachers of their livelihoods, it has 

deprived students of the most qualified teachers.   

140. Perhaps most troubling, the Board’s refusal to take action has had a 

particularly adverse effect on students of color.   
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141. Minnesota continues to struggle with one of the most embarrassing 

education gaps in our nation, and the Board’s inaction frustrates the 2011 amendment’s 

explicit purpose “[t]o improve academic excellence, improve ethnic and cultural diversity 

in the classroom, and close the academic achievement gap.”  Minn. Stat. § 122A.245, 

subd. 1. 

COUNT I – VIOLATION OF PLAINTIFFS’  
PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS RIGHTS  

UNDER THE MINNESOTA CONSTITUTION 
 

142. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the above paragraphs as if fully stated 

herein. 

143. Plaintiffs have legitimate claims of entitlement to Minnesota teaching 

licenses. 

144. Plaintiffs also have due process rights to have their applications considered 

under a fair and transparent process that applies appropriate legal standards, informs them 

of the standards being applied, and informs them of the basis for the Board’s 

determinations. 

145. The Board violates Plaintiffs’ due process rights in a number of ways, 

including: 

a. By not allowing applicants to exercise their statutory right to apply for 

licensure under the portfolio process articulated in Minn. Stat. § 122A.21; 

b. By not allowing out-of-state applicants to apply for licensure under the 

reciprocity requirements articulated in Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 

2; 
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c. By ignoring the legislative mandate of Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 1 

to create streamlined procedures to recognize the qualifications, experience, 

and training of applicants; 

d. By failing to develop or apply a consistent criteria for issuing licenses; 

e. By not informing Plaintiffs’ of the requirements for licensure, or why their 

applications were not granted; 

f. By deferring to private institutions to decide what coursework Plaintiffs 

need to complete for licensure; and 

g. By not impeding and preventing administrative appeals as required by 

Minn. R. 8710.0900. 

146. The Board’s systematic deprivation of Plaintiffs’ rights to a fair and 

transparent application process that complies with Minnesota Law is a violation of 

Minnesota’s constitutional right to due process under the law.  

COUNT II – NON-DELEGATION 

147. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the above paragraphs as if fully stated 

herein. 

148. The Minnesota Board of Teaching in conjunction with the Department of 

Education are the sole bodies entitled to assess the qualifications of applicants and issue 

teaching licenses. 

149. Without reviewing their programs or offering any information or training 

on the requirements for Minnesota licensure, the Board has “approved” the teacher 
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preparation programs offered by at least 37 colleges and universities, many of which are 

private institutions run for-profit. 

150. Without conducting any substantive review, the Board issues teaching 

licenses to all graduates of approved Minnesota teacher preparation programs. 

151. The Board does not review out-of-state applicants to determine whether 

they satisfy the requirements of Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 2.   

152. The Board also does not tell out-of-state applicants what requirements it 

believes they need to fulfill, or how they might fulfill those requirements.  

153. Instead, the Board simply refers all out-of-state applicants to one of the 37 

approved Minnesota teacher preparation programs. 

154. Without providing the institutions with any information or training on the 

statutory requirements for out-of-state applicants, the Board defers entirely to the 

institutions’ discretion in determining which applicants require more coursework, and 

what specific courses they require. 

155. If an approved institution recommends that an out-of-state applicant be 

issued a license, the Board issues the license without further review or consideration. 

156. The Board’s practice of delegating its authority to private, for-profit 

institutions violates Article I, Sections 2 and 8 of the Minnesota Constitution and its 

guarantees of equal protections under the law and due process under the law. 

COUNT III – DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 

157. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the above paragraphs as if fully stated 

herein. 
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158. Under Minn. Stat. Ch. 555, the Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act, a 

dispute exists as to whether the Board of Teaching is appropriately exercising its quasi-

legislative authority in interpreting and applying Minn. Stat. § 122A et. seq. when 

considering out-of-state applicants for Minnesota teaching licenses. 

159. Specifically, the Board has wrongfully refused to recognize applicants’ 

rights to licensure by the portfolio process articulated in Minn. Stat. § 122A.21. 

160. The Board has also refused to grant licenses to out-of-state applicants who 

satisfy the express requirements of Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 2. 

161. The Board has also wrongfully and without justification ignored a 

legislative mandate to create streamlined procedures that would allow out-of-state 

applicants to demonstrate their education, training, and experience.  See Minn. Stat. 

§ 122A.23, subd. 1. 

162. The Board has refused to articulate the requirements for licensure or the 

basis for its determinations. 

163. The Board also wrongfully delegates decision-making authority to private, 

for-profit institutions. 

164. The Board’s abuse of its quasi-legislative authority has affected the rights 

of the public generally, including causing each Plaintiff injury-in-fact. 

COUNT IV – INJUNCTION 

165. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the above paragraphs as if fully stated 

herein. 
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166. Plaintiffs have exhausted all available administrative remedies, or none are 

meaningfully available.   

167. The Board frustrates a meaningful administrative review by: (i) refusing to 

articulate the bases of its decisions; (ii) refusing to issue formal denials and instead 

continuously seek additional information; and (iii) refusing to grant administrative 

appeals to those who seek it. 

168. Administrative reviews are also unavailable to consider the Board’s refusal 

to apply the appropriate legislative standards and adopt the required streamlined 

procedures.  

169. Moreover, the authority of the Executive Director of the Board of Teaching 

is unrestricted by the findings of an administrative law judge.  Plaintiffs are simply 

unable to get the relief they seek through the administrative process.   

170. To the extent the Board has applied any standards, it has done so in an 

arbitrary and capricious manner. 

171. There is no remedy at law available to Plaintiffs. 

JURY DEMAND 

172. Plaintiffs hereby request a jury on their due process claims. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request the following relief: 
 

1. A declaration interpreting the statutory requirements for a teaching license 

under Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, subdivision 2. 
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2. A declaration and injunction requiring the Board of Teaching to issue 

licenses to applicants who satisfy the requirements of Minn. Stat. § 122A.23, 

subdivision 2. 

3. A declaration and injunction requiring the Board of Teaching to issue 

licenses to applicants who satisfy the requirements of Minn. Stat. § 122A.21. 

4. A declaration and injunction that the Board of Teaching must pass 

streamlined procedures allowing individual applicants to receive a teaching license by 

demonstrating their experience and professional credentials as required by Minn. Stat. § 

122A.23, subd.1. 

5. A declaration or injunction requiring the Board of Teaching to explain the 

basis for its denials and to inform applicants of their right to an administrative appeal. 

6. A declaration or injunction prohibiting the Board of Teaching from 

inappropriately deferring to private, for-profit Minnesota institutions to determine the 

qualifications of applicants. 

7. Nominal damages for violating Plaintiffs’ due process rights. 

8. Such other and further relief, including an award of costs and 

disbursements, as the Court may deem just and equitable. 

Dated: April 21, 2015 FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP 
 
s/Rhyddid Watkins     

 Ll. Rhyddid Watkins  
Rhyddid.Watkins@FaegreBD.com 
2200 Wells Fargo Center 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Telephone:  (612) 766-7000 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT REQUIRED BY MINN. STAT. § 549.211, SUBD.1 

 The undersigned hereby acknowledges that pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 549.211, 

subd. 3, sanctions may be imposed if, after notice and a reasonable opportunity to 

respond, the Court determines that the undersigned has violated the provisions of Minn. 

Stat. § 549.211, subd. 2. 

 

Dated: April 21, 2015 FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP 
 
 
s/Rhyddid Watkins 

 Ll. Rhyddid Watkins  
Rhyddid.Watkins@FaegreBD.com 
2200 Wells Fargo Center 
90 South Seventh Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Telephone:  (612) 766-7000 
Facsimile:  (612) 766-1600 
 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS 
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Category Name Achievement Data Achievement Data Achievement Data Achievement Data Achievement Data 

Group Name Graduation Rate Data Graduation Rate Data Graduation Rate Data Graduation Rate Data Graduation Rate Data 

Sub-group Name 
Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rates 

2012-13 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rates 

2012-13 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rates: 

2012-13 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rates. 

2012-13 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rates: 

2012-13 

States/Data Elements Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

All Students: 2012-13 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

American Indian and Alaskan Native: 2012-13 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

Asian and Pacific Islander: 2012-13 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

Black: 2012-13 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

Hispanic: 2012-13 

AL 80.00% 86% 89% 74% 74% 

AK 71.80% 57% 77% 65% 73% 

AZ 75.10% 61.10% 84% 70% 68.90% 

AR 84.90% 78% 81% 78% 82% 

CA 80.40% 72.80% 90.90% 68.10% 75.70% 

CO 76.90% 61% 85% 70% 65.40% 

CT 85.50% 82% 93% 76% 70.20% 

DE 80.40% 80% 88% 76% 78% 

DC 62.30% S 86% 61% 62% 

FL 75.60% 77% 88.40% 64.60% 74.90% 

GA 71,70% 64% 81.80% 64.40% 62.60% 

HI 82.40% 62% 83.80% 75.20% 77% 

ID - - - - - 

IL 83.20% 78% 91.70% 70.90% 76.30% 

IN 87.00% 86% 89% 74% 82.50% 

IA 89.70% 83% 90% 74% 80% 

KS 85.70% 77% 89% 76% 79.90% 

KY 86.10% 79% 87% 78% 80% 

LA 73.50% 75% 85% 66% 73% 

ME 86.40% 72% 95% 75% 81% 

MD 85.00% 83% 94.80% 78.30% 75.10% 

MA 8500% 73% 90.205/. 73.80% 66.80% 

Ml 77.00% 64% 87.30% 60.50% 67.30% 

MN 79.80% 49% 78.20% 57.80% 59.00% 

MS 75.50% 69% 92% 70% 79% 

MO 85.70% 82% 91% 72% 81% 

MT 84.40% 65% 94% 77% 79% 
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States/Data Elements 

NE 

NV 

NH 

NJ 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

All Students: 2012-13 

8850% 

70.70% 

87.30% 

87.50% 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

American Indian and Alaskan Native: 2012-13 

72% 

59% 

84% 

76% 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

Asian and Pacific Islander: 2012-13 

77% 

81% 

86% 

95.80% 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

Black: 2012-13 

77% 

57% 

82% 

76.40% 

Regulatory Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, 

Hispanic: 2012-13 

7860% 

64.40% 

77% 

78.60% 

NM 

NY 

NC 

70.30% 

76.80% 

82.50% 

64.30% 

62% 

77% 

86% 

84.10% 

90% 

69% 

62.90% 

78% 

68.00% 

62.30% 

75.20% 

NO 87.50% 63% 88% 80% 78% 

OH 82.20% 68% 89% 63% 69.00% 

OK 84.80% 84.40% 65% 77% 78,60% 

OR 68.705/ 52% 81% 57% 60.80% 

PA 

PR 

86.00% 

- 

75% 

- 

91.00% 

- 

73.00% 

- 

71.00% 

- 

RI 79.70% 74% 85% 72% 69% 

Sc 77.60% 67% 88% 75% 73% 

SD 82.70% 49% 85% 72% 69% 

TN 86.30% 84% 90% 78% 81.30% 

TX 88.00% 86% 93.70% 84,10% 8810% 

UT 83.00% 67% 80% 70% 70.40% 

VT 86.60% >=50% 89% 73% 83% 

VA 84.50% - 90.20% 7&80% 76.10% 

WA 76.40% 56% 82.30% 65.80% 65.90% 

WV 

WI 

81.40% 

88.00% 

70% 

76% 

92% 

90% 

75% 

66% 

82% 

7430% 

WY 77.00% 41% 86% 66% 71% 

US t t t t t 
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Introduction 
 

 data reported by state or jurisdiction and, 
for the first time, a national estimated 4-year cohort graduation rate;  

Averaged freshman graduation rate (AFGR) data by state or jurisdiction and a national 
estimated AFGR; and  

High school event dropout rate data by state or jurisdiction and a national estimated event 
dropout rate. 

This National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) First Look report introduces new data for two 
separate measures of 4-year on-time graduation rates as well as event dropout rates for school year 
(SY) 2010–11 and SY 2011–12. Specifically this report provides the following: 

 

 

 

Four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate (ACGR)1

Both the AFGR and ACGR are 4-year on-time graduation rates that provide measures of the percent of 
students that successfully complete high school in 4 years with a regular high school diploma.2 Event 
dropout rates provide a measure of the percentage of students who drop out in a single year. The tables 
in this report present descriptive information for the United States and for individual states and 
jurisdictions. The findings chosen for this report provide only a few examples of how the graduation 
and dropout data may be used. Compared to other measures of graduation rates, the ACGR is 
considered the most accurate measure available for reporting on-time graduation rates (Seastrom et al. 
2006b). A 4-year ACGR is defined as the number of students who graduate in 4 years with a regular 
high school diploma divided by the number of students who form the adjusted cohort for that 
graduating class. The term “adjusted cohort” means the students who enter grade 9 plus any students 
who transfer into the cohort in grades 9–12 minus any students who are removed from the cohort 
because they transferred out, moved out of the country, or were deceased (34 C.F.R. § 200.19). For a 
more detailed discussion of how ACGR is calculated for a specific school year, see appendix B. 

The AFGR is a proxy indicator for a cohort rate such as ACGR that utilizes aggregated counts of 
students by grade and the overall diploma count, as opposed to individual student-level data, to 
estimate an on-time graduation rate. The AFGR estimate is not as accurate as the ACGR; however, the 
AFGR can be estimated annually as far back as the 1960s using comparable aggregate data. 

Both graduation rates represent the percentage of students who successfully complete high school in 4 
years with a regular high school diploma. They do not represent the percentage of all of students who 
earn a high school credential. This distinction is important because a number of student groups are 1) 
not considered dropouts and 2) not considered on-time completers. For example  

 

 

Some students may have been held back one or more grades in high school but do, in the end, 
successfully receive a regular high school diploma.  

Many students complete high school with an alternative credential. Sometimes a student with 
an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) may receive alternative credentials indicating the 

1 The ACGR is referred to in regulations, which amended 34 C.F.R. §200.19 as the Four-Year Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate.  
2 Under 34 C.F.R. §200.19(b)(1)(iv), a “regular high school diploma” means the standard high school diploma awarded to students in a 
state that is fully aligned with the state’s academic content standards and does not include a high school equivalency credential, 
certificate of attendance, or any alternative award. The term “regular high school diploma” also includes a “higher diploma” that is 
awarded to students who complete requirements above and beyond what is required for a regular diploma. 
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completion of their IEP and high school experience. Other students may leave high school 
having successfully achieved a high school equivalency diploma or other alternative credential.  

 Other students, who are dually enrolled in both high school and postsecondary school, take 
more than 4 years to graduate due to the increased requirements. These students often receive 
both a regular high school diploma and an associate’s degree upon completion.  

Because the definition of on-time graduation considered in this report is based on a 4-year high school 
experience resulting in the receipt of a regular high school diploma, the students described in the 
preceding bullets, while counted within the cohort or enrollment base, are neither dropouts, nor on-
time completers.  

The 4-year on-time graduation rates presented in this report should not be confused with related rates 
intended to study different topics. For example, NCES also publishes completion rates calculated from 
household survey data collected by the Census Bureau. Completion rates indicate the percentage of the 
population, typically in a specified age range, holding high school credentials in general. They are not 
sensitive to how long a person might have taken to earn the credential, or to where the credential was 
earned. Some completion rates also include those earning alternative credentials that represent high 
school equivalency. Many students counted as “completers” for the calculation of a completion rate 
might not qualify as on-time graduates in the ACGR or AFGR. Additionally, the inverse of the ACGR 
or AFGR should not be confused with a dropout rate. Counts of students who have not graduated on 
time with a regular high school diploma do include dropouts, but also include those who will earn a 
regular diploma in more than 4 years and those who have or will earn alternative credentials. It is for 
this reason that NCES also calculates and reports on measures in addition to high school completion, 
such as the event dropout rate included in this report. 

The high school event dropout rate indicates the proportion of students who were enrolled at some time 
during the school year and were expected to be enrolled in grades 9–12 in the following school year 
but were not enrolled by October 1 of the following school year. Students who have graduated, 
transferred to another school, died, moved to another country, or who are out of school due to illness 
are not considered dropouts. The event dropout rate is not comparable to other dropout rates released 
by the Department or elsewhere. Status dropout rates, for example, measure the percentage of a 
population that did not complete high school (e.g., some percentage of young adults aged 18–24 
dropped out of high school).  

The calculated totals in this report, identified as “United States” totals in tabulations and “national” 
estimates in text, include data for only the 50 states and the District of Columbia and exclude data for 
other jurisdictions. 

This First Look provides users with an opportunity to access SY 2010–11 provisional data that have 
been fully reviewed and edited, and SY 2011–12 preliminary data that have been subjected to a limited 
data review and editing.3 Neither set of data have been available publicly prior to the release of this 
report. The data used in this report were collected as part of the U.S. Department of Education’s 
EDFacts Initiative. NCES uses these data to report, analyze, and disseminate statistical data that 

3 NCES has begun implementing a data release methodology based upon three stages of data review: Preliminary, Provisional, and Final. 
Preliminary release data may only include data initially reported by a state education agency (SEA), which has undergone cursory review 
and minimal editing. Preliminary data may be less complete due to late reporting or data quality concerns. Provisional release data have 
undergone a complete review and been subjected to NCES data quality control procedures. The preliminary SY 2011–12 data in this 
report will undergo further review and a revised provisional file will be released later in 2014. Additionally, NCES expects to release 
final SY 2010–11 data that include any final updates reported by SEAs prior to the closing of the SY 2010–11 data collection.  
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describe public elementary/secondary education. SEAs submit aggregate counts of students used to 
calculate the dropout and graduation rates or actual rates (in the case of reporting the ACGR). The 
rates included in this report have been reported in whole number percentages or percentage point 
ranges to prevent any potential disclosure of individual student data.  

More detailed explanations of the definitions and methodology used to calculate these rates can be 
found in Appendix A: Collection Methodology and Sources of Error and Appendix B: Detailed 
Methodology for Calculation of Four-Year On-Time Graduation Rates and Event Dropout Rates.  
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Selected Findings 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For SY 2010–11, the estimated national4 4-year ACGR for public high school students was 79 
percent (table 1), and for SY 2011–12 it was 80 percent (table 2). This indicates that nearly 4 out of 
5 students receive a regular high school diploma within 4 years of starting 9th grade for the first 
time.  

For SY 2010–11, American Indian/Alaska Native, Black, and Hispanic students had 4-year 
ACGRs below the national average at 65, 67, and 71 percent, respectively.5 White students and 
Asian/Pacific Islander students had ACGRs above the national average at 84 and 87 percent, 
respectively. Economically disadvantaged students, students with limited English proficiency, and 
students with disabilities all had ACGR rates below the national average for all students at 70, 57, 
and 59 percent, respectively (table 1). 

For SY 2011–12 American Indian/Alaska Native, Black, and Hispanic students had a 4-year 
ACGR below the national average at 67, 69, and 73 percent, respectively. White students and 
Asian/Pacific Islander students had 4-year ACGRs above the national average at 86 and 88 percent, 
respectively. Economically disadvantaged students, students with limited English proficiency, and 
students with disabilities all had 4-year ACGR rates below the national average for all students at 
72, 59, and 61 percent, respectively (table 2). 

The national AFGR (a less precise estimate of an on-time graduation rate than the ACGR) tracked 
slightly above the ACGR estimates with a SY 2010–11 rate of 80 percent and a SY 2011–12 rate of 
81 percent (tables 3 and 4). Like the ACGR, AFGR estimates for American Indian/Alaska Native, 
Black, and Hispanic students were lower than the national average while White and Asian/Pacific 
Islander rates were higher in both SY 2010–11 and SY 2011–12.  

In both SY 2010–11 and SY 2011–12, the AFGR for female students exceeded the graduation rate 
for male students by 7 percentage points. That is, 84 percent for females vs. 77 percent for males in 
SY 2010–11 and 85 percent for females vs. 78 percent for males in SY 2011–12 (tables 3 and 4).6 

The public high school event dropout rate for the United States remained constant at 3.3 percent for 
both SY 2010–11 and SY 2011–12 (table 5). In SY 2010–11, twenty-four states, the District of 
Columbia, and the U.S. Virgin Islands had an event dropout rate that exceeded the national dropout 
rate. Twenty-four states and Puerto Rico had an event dropout rate that was below the national 
dropout rate. In SY 2011–12, twenty states, the District of Columbia, and the U.S. Virgin Islands 
had an event dropout rate that exceeded the national dropout rate. Thirty states and Puerto Rico had 
an event dropout rate that was below the national dropout rate.  

4 Estimates referenced as “national” include only the 50 U.S. states and the District of Columbia. For the purpose of comparison, Puerto 
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands are compared to the “national” dropout rate in bullet six but were not included in the calculation of that 
rate.  
5 Black includes African American, Hispanic includes Latino, Asian/Pacific Islander includes Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, 
and American Indian includes Alaska Native. Race categories exclude Hispanic origin unless specified. 
6 The ACGR is not collected by gender in the Consolidated State Performance Report. 
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Table 1. Public high school 4-year adjusted cohort graduation rate (ACGR), by race/ethnicity and selected demographics 
for the United States, the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and other jurisdictions: School year 2010–11 

State 

Percent of students 

Total 

American 
Indian/ 
Alaska 
Native 

Asian/ 
Pacific 

Islander Hispanic Black White
Economically 

disadvantaged 

Limited 
English 

proficiency 

Students
with

disabilities
United States1 79 65 87 71 67 84 70 57 59

Alabama  72 80 77 66 63 78 62 36 30
Alaska  68 51 74 62 63 75 56 41 40
Arizona  78 62 87 72 74 85 73 25 67
Arkansas  81 85 75 77 73 84 75 76 75
California  76 68 89 70 63 85 70 60 59
Colorado  74 52 81 60 65 81 62 53 53
Connecticut 83 72 92 64 71 89 63 59 62
Delaware  78 77 90 71 73 82 71 65 56
District of Columbia 59 <> <> 55 58 85 58 53 39
Florida  71 70 86 70 59 76 60 53 44
Georgia  67 68 79 58 60 76 59 32 30
Hawaii  80 60 81 79 77 78 75 60 59
Idaho2  — — — — — — — — —
Illinois  84 78 92 77 74 89 75 68 66
Indiana  86 76 88 81 75 88 79 73 65
Iowa  88 79 88 75 73 90 78 70 70
Kansas  83 72 88 73 72 86 73 70 73
Kentucky2 — — — — — — — — —
Louisiana  71 71 83 70 64 77 64 43 29
Maine  84 82 90 87 77 84 73 78 66
Maryland  83 74 93 72 76 89 74 54 57
Massachusetts 83 76 88 62 71 89 70 56 66
Michigan  74 62 85 63 57 80 63 61 52
Minnesota 77 42 72 51 49 84 58 52 56
Mississippi 75 71 90 79 69 82 70 54 32
Missouri  81 78 87 75 67 86 75 62 69
Montana  82 63 88 78 81 85 71 57 69
Nebraska  86 64 83 74 70 90 78 52 70
Nevada  62 52 74 53 43 71 53 29 23
New Hampshire 86 78 87 73 73 87 72 73 69
New Jersey 83 87 93 73 69 90 71 68 73
New Mexico 63 56 77 59 60 73 56 56 47
New York  77 64 86 63 64 86 69 46 48
North Carolina 78 70 87 69 71 83 71 48 57
North Dakota 86 62 88 76 74 90 76 61 67
Ohio  80 71 88 66 59 85 65 53 67
Oklahoma2 — — — — — — — — —
Oregon  68 52 78 58 54 70 61 52 42
Pennsylvania 83 77 88 65 65 88 71 63 71
Rhode Island 77 66 75 67 67 82 66 68 58

  See notes at end of table. 
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Table 2. Public high school 4-year adjusted cohort graduation rate (ACGR), by race/ethnicity and selected demographics 
for the United States, the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and other jurisdictions: School year 2011–12

State 

Percent of students 

Total 

American 
Indian/ 
Alaska 
Native 

Asian/
Pacific

Islander Hispanic Black White
Economically 

disadvantaged 

Limited 
English 

proficiency

Students
with

disabilities 
United States1 80 67 88 73 69 86 72 59 61 

Alabama  75 84 85 69 67 81 66 36 54 
Alaska  70 54 76 70 61 76 59 47 46 
Arizona  76 63 84 70 71 84 71 24 65 
Arkansas  84 78 84 78 78 87 79 77 79 
California  78 72 90 73 66 86 73 62 61 
Colorado  75 58 82 62 66 82 61 53 54 
Connecticut 85 84 92 69 73 91 71 63 64 
Delaware  80 71 93 74 74 83 72 71 57 
District of Columbia 59 <> 74 54 58 86 70 52 44 
Florida  75 70 89 73 64 80 65 57 48 
Georgia  70 67 82 60 62 78 61 44 35 
Hawaii  82 65 84 76 76 79 80 56 74 
Idaho2  — — — — — — — — — 
Illinois  82 79 93 76 68 89 73 66 69 
Indiana  86 78 89 80 73 89 85 78 71 
Iowa 89 73 89 77 74 91 80 74 73
Kansas  85 78 86 77 75 88 76 74 77 
Kentucky2 — — — — — — — — —
Louisiana  72 73 85 70 65 78 66 49 33 
Maine  85 72 89 80 72 86 76 74 70 
Maryland  84 79 93 73 77 90 75 55 57 
Massachusetts 85 70 89 66 73 90 72 61 69
Michigan  76 66 87 64 60 82 64 63 54 
Minnesota 78 45 74 53 51 84 59 51 56 
Mississippi 75 71 90 79 69 82 70 54 32 
Missouri 86 87 90 80 73 89 79 67 73
Montana  84 63 92 79 79 87 73 53 81 
Nebraska  88 67 83 78 74 91 80 64 72 
Nevada  63 54 74 54 48 72 58 23 24 
New Hampshire 86 73 86 74 76 87 73 68 70
New Jersey 86 84 95 77 75 93 75 73 74 
New Mexico 70 65 84 68 69 77 65 66 56 
New York  77 63 86 63 63 87 68 44 48 
North Carolina 80 74 87 73 75 85 75 50 60 
North Dakota 87 63 86 73 76 90 74 68 68 
Ohio  81 65 90 68 61 86 68 62 68 
Oklahoma2 — — — — — — — — — 
Oregon  68 51 79 60 53 71 61 49 38 
Pennsylvania 84 74 89 68 68 89 74 64 70 
Rhode Island 77 58 79 67 67 82 66 69 59 

See notes at end of table. 
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Education

MN near bottom in on-time graduation for students of color
· Feb 19, 2015

The class of 2010 from St. Paul's Johnson High School at graduation. Tim Post | MPR News 2010

LISTEN Story audio
4min 23sec (http://www.mprnews.org/listen/?
name=/minnesota/news/features/2015/02/19/150219_post_20150219)

For the third year in a row, Minnesota lags the rest of the country in on-time graduation for students of 
color.

Fewer than 60 percent of the state's black and Hispanic students graduate in four years, according to an 
MPR News analysis of the most recent federal data on state graduation rates, from the 2012-13 school 
year. The rate for the state's Native American students is the second worst in the nation at 49 percent.

Minnesota has the worst or second-worst graduation rates among reporting states in all four non-white 
student categories. No other state is in the bottom five in all four groups, and only Oregon comes close 
with three races in the bottom five.

Tim Post

Page 1 of 4MN near bottom in on-time graduation for students of color | Minnesota Public Radio News
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Interactive: Graduation rates across the country
(https://public.tableausoftware.com/profile/bwareham#!/vizhome/Graduationrates/Dashboard1)

Those rates belie the glowing news that many Minnesotans are accustomed to hearing about the state's 
students, who overall consistently score near the top in national reading and math tests and college 
entrance exams like the ACT.

"This isn't so much about these young people failing," said state Rep. Carlos Mariani, DFL-St. Paul, who 
blames a systemic lack of attention to the performance of students of color. "We're failing them."

When it comes to graduating on time, Minnesota ranks in the middle of the pack with just shy of 79.5 
percent of all students graduating in four years. For Asian-American students the on-time graduation rate 
is 77.7 percent.

While the rates for minority students are abysmal, 85 percent of white students graduate on time.

The state's graduation rate is one of the starkest examples of Minnesota's persistent achievement gap 
between white students and students of color. In part, that's because Minnesota has tougher graduation 
requirements than many other states, said Brenda Cassellius, the state's education commissioner.

The four-year-high school graduation rates for all states. Minnesota's rate is highlighted in red. The data come from 
state reports submitted to the U.S. Department of Education. MPR News Graphic

But she said that shouldn't be an excuse.

"We know in Minnesota that we hadn't done a good job of paying attention to the gap for many, many 

Page 2 of 4MN near bottom in on-time graduation for students of color | Minnesota Public Radio News
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years," Cassellius said.

For years, no one knew how Minnesota's graduation numbers truly compared nationally because the data 
was spotty and unreliable. 

Only in the past few years has the federal government required all states to use the same formula to tally 
their rate, one that accounts for students moving in and out of districts. 

With all states on that standard measurement since the 2010-11 school year, Minnesota has had a clearer 
view of its troubling graduation gap.

Still, some question whether national rankings are a fair gauge of how well states are doing relative to 
each other given their vastly different graduation requirements.

"It's actually rather remarkable to look at the diploma requirements across the country and realize what it 
takes to earn a diploma varies significantly," said Alissa Peltzman, vice president for state policy at 
Achieve, a nonpartisan education reform organization that helps states raise academic standards. "It's 
unfortunately not sufficient or meaningful to simply consider graduation rates in comparing student 
outcomes and preparation across the country."

According to Achieve, Minnesota, 22 other states and the District of Columbia offer students a diploma 
that proves they are fully prepared for college or a career.

However Minnesota compares to other states, low graduation rates for students of color have a ripple 
effect, said Mariani, executive director of the Minnesota Minority Education Partnership. He and other 
education experts are concerned because college — and many jobs — are off limits for students without a 
diploma.

The economic consequences continue from there, said Michael Rodriguez, a professor of educational 
psychology at the University of Minnesota's College of Education and Human Development.

"When kids drop out of high school their employment opportunities decrease dramatically, their income 
opportunities decrease dramatically," said Rodriguez, who has studied the phenomenon. "They're less 
likely to engage in good health, and then they become parents and then those children grow up in high 
poverty."

Not only does that hurt individuals, it's a drag on the entire state economy, he said.

Students of color represent a growing part of the state's future work force, and they'll need high school 
diplomas and post-secondary training, said Larry Pogemiller, commissioner of Minnesota's Office of 
Higher Education.

"We really have to up our efforts there so we don't stunt economic growth by lacking the workforce to do 
the work," he said.

Pogemiller wants to see an expansion of programs across the state that strive to keep students of color on 
track toward graduation.

The effort by Cloquet Public Schools has included tutors for Native American students in the district's 
high school, middle school and two elementary schools.

Page 3 of 4MN near bottom in on-time graduation for students of color | Minnesota Public Radio News
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Each school building in the district, where 20 percent of students are American Indian, has a family 
liaison. That helps keep parents connected to their children's schools.

"Our students really need to feel connected within our school," said Tara Graves, Cloquet's American 
Indian Education director. "They need to feel a part of it. A way of doing that is to make sure that they're 
seeing themselves in that curriculum."

Teachers in the district have done that by introducing Native American literature to students just learning 
to read, or pairing high school students with mentors from the community. 

Cloquet's four-year graduation rate for Native American students is 59 percent, 10 percentage points 
higher than the state average for that group.

Advocates of early childhood education say such programs could be the key to helping more students 
graduate on time — if the state can ensure that every three- and four-year-old from a low-income family 
attends preschool. But that would cost about $150 million in additional education funding a year.

"There are some good programs in the later years, but to get at the root problem, to do it efficiently, 
you've got to start at the beginning," said Art Rolnick, a senior fellow at the University of Minnesota's 
Humphrey School of Public Affairs.

Rolnick said research has shown that students from low-income families who attend preschool are better 
prepared for kindergarten and go on to do better in later grades.

State education officials aim to increase the overall four-year graduation rate to 90 percent by 2020, with 
no student groups lower than 85 percent. If the new state data on graduation rates for the 2013-14 school 
year expected from the Minnesota Department of Education next week follows recent trends, the rates for 
all students likely will inch up.

So far, however, that marginal progress has not been enough to move the state's graduation rates for 
students of color from the bottom of the national list.
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6 Minnesota Office of Higher Education

The effectiveness of the higher education sector is impacted 
in part by the preparation level of high school graduates 
entering the state’s colleges and universities. Students 
completing more rigorous courses in core academic subjects 
in high school consistently have higher high school graduation 
rates and score higher on standardized tests and college 
entrance assessments. 

Minnesota’s Public High School Graduation Rate
The 2012 four-year high school graduation rate for Minnesota 
public high schools was 78 percent (53,527 students). The 
graduation rate for white students was 84 percent (44,183 
students) and 57 percent for students of color (9,344 
students). Most groups graduated at higher rates compared 
to the preceding year, except for white students who 
graduated at the same rate.

Key populations graduated at lower rates. In 2012, the 
graduation rates were:

• 51 percent (2,327 students) for English language 
learners;

• 56 percent (5,130 students) receiving special 
education services; and

• 59 percent (13,115 students) eligible for free/
reduced price lunch.

Some non-graduates will later obtain GED credentials and 
enter postsecondary institutions. Each fall Minnesota’s 
postsecondary institutions enroll about 1,000 new college 
freshmen who were GED recipients.

According to data from the American Council on Education, 
nearly 5,600 Minnesotans passed the GED test in 2012. 
Minnesota’s pass rate was 81 percent, ranking 17th 
nationally. The average age of test candidates was 27. About 
half the test-takers left high school after grade 11 and 25 
percent left after grade 10. Over the past decade, nearly 
60,000 Minnesotans earned GED credentials.

HIGH SCHOOL ACADEMIC PREPARATION AND COLLEGE READINESS
 » In 2012-2013, increasing numbers of high school students participated in Advanced 
Placement and dual enrollment courses.

 » Minnesota ACT test-takers posted the highest average composite score in the nation for the 
eighth consecutive year.

 » The 2012 high school graduation rate for students of color was 27 percentage points lower 
than the rate for white students. The high school graduation rate for students eligible for 
free/reduced price lunch was 19 percentage points lower than the rate for all students.

1

MINNESOTA PUBLIC 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION

RATES VARY BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2012
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7Minnesota Measures – 2014      PREPARING FOR AND ENTERING COLLEGE  

Measures of Academic Preparation
Three exam results illustrate the academic preparation of 
Minnesota high school students: the Minnesota 
Comprehensive Assessments, Advanced Placement exams 
and the ACT exam.

Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments
Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments measure student 
progress toward Minnesota’s academic standards for K-12 
education. All public school students in grades three through 
eight take reading and mathematics assessments. Students 
in grade 10 take reading assessments, and students in grade 
11 take mathematics assessments.  Students take the science 
assessment in high school when they take a life science or 
biology course.

The statewide results of public high school students in 2013 
indicated 62 percent were meeting the reading competency 

standard set by the Minnesota Department of Education and 
52 percent met the math standards. 2013 is the first year 
Minnesota’s students took a new test based on more 
challenging reading standards. Due to this change, scores 
are not comparable across years. Grade 11 mathematics test 
results increased nine percentage points from last year. New 
standards in math were implemented in 2011 and comparisons 
to math results prior to 2011 should not be made.

The results in math and reading also showed large 
achievement differences for lower-income students as 
indicated by free/reduced price lunch eligibility and students 
of color. 

The Science MCA-II measures student performance on 
Minnesota’s science standards. The science standards define 
what students should know and be able to do in a particular 
grade and are developed in partnership with Minnesota 
educators. About 53 percent of high school students were 
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8 Minnesota Office of Higher Education

proficient in 2013, reflecting a consistent increase in the 
percentage of proficient scores each year since 2008. 

Advanced Placement Exams  
Advanced Placement (AP) is a College Board program 
offering high school students the opportunity to take 
rigorous, college-level courses and earn college credit while in 
high school. The content in AP courses is structured similarly 
to college coursework. The Minnesota Department of 
Education has provided high schools with supplemental 

funding to support the delivery of AP courses. AP courses are 
offered in about 270 Minnesota high schools, although 
offerings in rural districts are still limited. Costs of AP exams 
are reimbursed by the Minnesota Department of Education 
for students from lower-income backgrounds.

During the 2012-2013 school year, 38,772 Minnesota high 
school students took 64,709 AP examinations in 34 subjects. 
Minnesota high schools have increased access to AP exams 
among American Indian, Asian, Black and Hispanic student 
populations while increasing overall performance at a higher 
rate than the nation for each subgroup. Of all Minnesota AP 
test takers:

• The number of students taking the AP exam 
increased 4 percent from 37,364 in 2012 to 38,772 
in 2013.

• The number of subject exams taken increased 4 
percent from 62,023 in 2012 to 64,709 in 2013.

• Fifteen percent of test-takers were students of 
color. The number of students of color taking the 
exam increased 12 percent from the previous year 
from 5,169 in 2012 to 5,793 in 2013, as compared 
to white students, which increased 4 percent.

• AP exam scores of 3 to 5 were achieved on 42,031 
exams, an increase of 3 percent from the previous 
year. Students usually receive college credit for 
scores of 3 to 5.

HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCEHIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE
PROFICIENCY VARIES BY RACE/ETHNICITY
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9Minnesota Measures – 2014      PREPARING FOR AND ENTERING COLLEGE  

were academically prepared to succeed in all four subject 
areas: college-level English, social science, algebra and biology. 
Minnesota students of color were less college ready overall 
than white students. 

Dual Enrollment Programs
Dual enrollment programs allow high school juniors and 
seniors in Minnesota to enroll in college-level courses while 
still in high school. New Minnesota legislation allows eligible 
public school grade 10 students to enroll in one Career and 
Technical Education (CTE) course as identified by the 
Minnesota State College and University System.  In order to 
be eligible, a grade 10 student must have taken the grade 8 
MCA reading test and met the composite proficiency level of 
“meets or exceeds” and also meet the specific course 
requirements and pre-requisites of the college-level CTE 
courses(s) they wish to enroll in.

1 ACT. (2006). Reading Between the Lines: What the ACT Reveals About College Readiness in Reading. Retrieved from http://www.act.org/research/policymakers/pdf/reading_summary.pdf

ACT College Entrance Exam
Results from the ACT college entrance exam provide another 
indicator of Minnesota high school students’ college and 
workforce readiness. It is recognized that the knowledge and 
skills needed for college are equivalent to those needed in the 
workplace1. Seventy-four percent of Minnesota’s 2013 high 
school graduates took the ACT exam. In 2013 Minnesota’s 
average composite score of 23 was the highest in the nation 
among the 28 states in which more than half the college-
bound students took the test. Minnesota has led the nation in 
average composite ACT scores for eight consecutive years. The 
national composite score was 20.9 out of a total of 36.

While Minnesota had the highest average composite score in 
the nation, a significant proportion of high school graduates 
were not prepared for college-level work after high school 
graduation, according to ACT. ACT developed college readiness 
benchmarks in each of the four testing areas of its college 
entrance exams. Based on ACT research, these benchmarks 
define the score needed to have a 75 percent chance of 
earning a grade of “C” or better in related college-level 
courses. Thirty-nine percent of Minnesota’s ACT test-takers 

COLLEGE READY* ACT TEST-TAKERS
VARIES BY RACE/ETHNICITY, 2013
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10 Minnesota Office of Higher Education

High school students can participate in dual enrollment 
programs in several ways:

• Take courses at a postsecondary institution (used by 
about one-third of high school students).

• Take courses offered at their high school taught by 
a qualified high school instructor or college 
instructor, sometimes referred to as concurrent 
enrollment or “College in the High School”.

• Take courses offered online taught by a college 
instructor.

Dual enrollment programs provide students with a wide 
variety of college-level class offerings and the opportunity to 
pursue challenging coursework. Though private colleges 
participate in dual enrollment programs, the majority of high 
school students take courses offered through public 
postsecondary institutions. The number of high school 
students enrolled in college-level courses has doubled in the 
past 10 years. 

*Measured by fall enrollment in a Minnesota 
postsecondary institution. 

Source: Minnesota Office of Higher Education
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Research Question #4: What factors influence teacher preparation institutions’ 
ability to prepare effective teachers?

Teacher-testing requirements were mentioned as a barrier by 73 percent of the institutions. The 
other major impediments mentioned by 48 percent of the institutions were the cost of higher 
education for students and the lack of scholarships. A minority of institutions also mentioned 
resources for complying with accountability provisions (16 percent), resources for faculty 
(16 percent), low teacher salaries (12 percent), and support for the teaching profession by the 
public (8 percent).

Research Question #5: What are the forecasts for student enrollments for the next 
10 years?

Student enrollments in Minnesota’s public schools are expected to increase by 2 percent
during the next 10 years. This figure represents a growth rate that is much more modest than the 
most recent enrollment forecasts offered by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES; 
2013 forecast to 2022 with a growth rate of 13 percent). 

Between 2014 and 2024, enrollments in elementary schools (Grades K–5) are expected to 
decrease by 5 percent while enrollments in high schools are expected to increase by 11 percent. 
Enrollments in middle schools will increase by 8 percent until about 2019 and then decrease by 4 
percent through 2014. 

The relatively small numbers of students in the racial and ethnic groups make separate forecasts 
for these specific groups too inaccurate to trust. However, it is possible to calculate the number of 
students of color as whole. It is expected that Minnesota’s public school population will continue to 
become more racially/ethnically diverse, with the percentage of school populations representing 
students of color increasing by about 1 percent per year. By 2024, it is expected that 38 percent of 
the student population will be made up of non-Caucasian students. 

The forecasts of English Language Learners (ELL) also were too inaccurate to trust. The future 
enrollments of these students are less related to the numbers of ELL students currently in the 
system and the existing population of immigrants, but rather future immigration rates.

3.2 Final Conclusions

The available data suggest a slight increase in the demand for teachers, as evidenced by the 
percentages of district hiring officers’ indicating that they have increased student-teacher ratios 
and eliminated vacant positions in recent years. These percentages are less than they were in the 
2012 survey. The supply of teachers appears to have decreased somewhat, based on the 
numbers of new licenses awarded to completers of Minnesota’s teacher preparation istitutions. 

The single indicators of supply-demand balance provide conflicting data. On the one hand, 
districts and schools require fewer special permissions than in the past. However, the 
percentages of districts indicating that it is impossible or very difficult to hire qualified teachers to 
fill vacancies in hard-to-staff areas are nearly double those seen in the 2012 survey.  

However, four trends should be of concern to policymakers. The first involves the diversity of 
Minnesota’s public school population. The past 5 years have witnessed increases in the numbers 
of of students needing free or reduced price lunch, the numbers of students with special needs 
and students with limited English proficiency. Public schools are becoming more economically 
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diverse as well, with the percentage of students representing non-Caucasian racial and ethnic 
groups increasing by 1 percent per year. Yet Minnesota’s teacher workforce remains 96 percent 
Caucasian. This disparity in diversity of the teaching workforce and student population may affect 
student academic achievement of students of color and Caucasian students alike (Dee, 2001).

Second, while the specific teacher licensure areas experiencing shortage remain the same, the 
percentage of districts indicating that it is difficult or impossible to hire qualified teachers in these 
areas is about double that seen in the 2012 survey. 

Third, a larger percentage of districts and charter schools are indicating difficulty securing short-
term and long-term substitute teachers. Respondents to the district survey also expect to have 
more difficulty hiring substitute teachers over the next 5 years.

Finally, testing requirements for teachers top the list of factors that challenge teacher preparation 
institutions’ efforts to recruit and prepare teachers, and 63% of districts indicate that testing 
requirements represent either a small (27%) or large barrier (36%) to hiring teachers.  It may be 
useful to determine if the issue applies to all three  teacher tests (“basic” skills, pedagogy, and 
content) and what features of the tests are of concern.  
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11. Tell us in the space below other factors that are barriers for your district in hiring and 
retaining effective teachers. Please type answer in the boxes below.  

Other factors that are barriers for hiring 

All responses provided here:

 -Not enough candidates who have the appropriate mindset to ensure all students regardless of circumstance 
achieve in school. -Not enough candidates with cultural competence.

Lack of reciprocity with neighboring states. 2. Loss of teaching prospects to North Dakota schools. 3. Testing 
requirements that make little educational sense. Is there a reason that teachers seeking licensure in Early 
Childhood and primary elementary education are required to pass tests in college algebra? 4. Testing 
bureaucracy. Example- We hired a licensed music teacher from North Dakota and he was licensed in MN for 
one year until he passed MN testing requirements. He took his tests in July of 2014 and passed ALL required 
tests, he had the "pass" results sent to him and he sent this information, payment, and application in to MDE 
licensing. After contacting the Board of Teaching, they were not able to issue a "bridge" license due to their 
interpretation of the statute. Due to the fact that he did not have the "official" scores until after school started 
he was not able to obtain a license until two weeks into the school year. We hired an additional substitute 
teacher for over a week to assure we had a "licensed" teacher in the classroom. The music teacher then had
to apply for a short call sub license for the next so he would be temporarily licensed while he waited for his 
official results to be processed. 5. Inability to offer competitive wages in high need areas. Students graduating 
with tech, math, science, etc. degrees can enter the private workforce at far higher wages that the 34K we are 
able to offer to 1st year teachers.

Small school and in Rural Minnesota. We are all fighting for the same candidates. 2. Salary comparisons 
between large and small districts. 3. Licensing requirements. 4. Society and media’s negative views on 
education. 5. Accountability based upon test scores. 6. Salaries in other areas of employment with degrees. 7.
Costs of higher education and student loan debt. 8. Reduced number of applicants for positions. 9. Colleges 
and Universities only graduating so many candidates per positions. They are limiting the number of candidates 
that get into their programs each year, in for example speech communications. 10. Colleges and Universities 
no longer offering certain licenses, such as tech ed.

lack of teacher candidates of color 2) minimal resources for recruiting 3) Challenges of creating career ladders 
in the organization due to seniority rights of teachers 4) Fewer students entering teaching professional 
because of low salaries and workload

A lot of times its the timing the universities take to get final grades posted, and then for the teachers to get 
everything in to MDE to get their license.

A portion (about 40% of classroom space) is in need of renovation. Classrooms in communities with newer 
schools offer a better physical environment. Housing in the community is difficult for a new teacher to find.

Ability to pay competitive wage with the private sector.

All of our staff are required to have AMI certification which is a Master's Degree level teaching program. There 
is no recognition for this training and the highly trained, highly qualified staff are then also required to have a 
MN State Teaching License. This places a huge burden on staff both financially and academically as they 
need to complete dual licenses in order to teach at our school. It is very difficult to find individuals who have 
completed training in both areas. This also puts a burden on administration as we search to find staff and 
substitutes.

Applicant Pool. Limited in most areas.

Applicants do not appear to be well prepared.

Applicants wanting to move to or stay in a rural area.

As a charter school we use our general budget dollars for additional costs in bussing, leasing our building, and 
paying property taxes. If we, a charter school could own our building then we would be able to use some the 
additional dollars saved from leasing and paying property taxes to increase the salaries of our teachers. In 
addition, charter schools are not on a equal playing ground when it comes to health benefits for our employees 
compared to "traditional" large public school districts. If we were able to have opportunities for similar health 
benefits for our employees it would also help retain and hire teachers.
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As a charter school, we do not always get a lot of applicants

As a small district, it is difficult to compete for experienced teachers.

As we continue to experience declining enrollment we need multiple licensed teachers or we will be forced to 
try to hire teachers part time and that will be very difficult.

At times, there is not much competition for positions.. Due to lack of licensed personnel

Attracting licensed teachers to small rural districts is extremely difficult. Very often they are the "lone individual" 
in a department. Over time, it seems that we become "training" sites and as soon as possible they move on as 
they have no community connections. From a special ed perspective, people are less interested in holding that 
position and the reasons I consistently and frequently hear are "paperwork", "liability", and "meeting the 
expectation of parents". In our Ed. District as well in the member districts, it is becoming more common to have 
to hire staff on variances or as community experts. The ongoing training is extensive and requires a large time 
equipment by peers and administration as they are not equipped for all of the facets of being a special 
education teacher. This all placed additional burden on those who are doing all they can to be effective in their 
own positions. Salaries for teachers is more and more a factor across the board. Teachers are coming out with 
huge student loans and starting at a salary that doesn't compare to many other professional positions with 
comparable 4 year degrees. All of the teacher accountability requirements are also being talked about and I 
have overheard "it just isn't worth it" more than once. Finally, I have seen some good applicants (at least on 
paper) inquire about teaching who have experience but have not been licensed in MN. Getting the license is 
costly and time consuming so several of those people have decided not to pursue education again - I believe 
that if they have been successful teachers out of state and re-locate to MN, we should honor that and have the 
ability to employ them without making it more difficult. In general, it seems that the difficulty with hiring and 
retaining educational staff is at a crisis level.

Availability of licensed personnel

Barriers for hiring experienced, effective teachers have been primarily salary and benefits. We cannot pay as 
much as larger districts do, or provide benefits to the extent that other districts do. Consequently, teachers with 
families have had a difficult time coming on board, as our health insurance is paid for the teacher only.

Because of funding we don't have a very high salary schedule so if teachers are looking at other districts they 
wont choose us because of our lower salaries

Because of our commitment to smaller class sizes and limitations in funding, we have a difficult time 
compensating teaching staff in the same manner as other schools in our area of the state. We are seeing 
success with smaller class sizes, but because area schools can compensate similar teaching positions at a 
rate of at least 10,000.00 more in salary annually, it is tough to compete.

Because we are a small pre-K-12 school find someone to teach all of the sciences will be extremely difficult. 
As will find a PE/Health teacher K-12. Good Ag/Industrial Tech teachers are impossible to find. There is a 
huge shortage in this area

Being a Charter School we will not be able to match a traditional public school salary scale due to the funding 
charter school receive.

Being in Northwest Rural Minnesota, our geographical location is a large barrier for hiring employees. We are 
in a rural community, weather conditions are harsh, and young people are more attracted to the metro areas.
We have a shortage or lack of housing options, and there is a difficulty obtaining a Minnesota Teaching 
License. It has been extremely difficult to get our transferred teachers from out of state to acquire a MN 
teaching license.

Being located in a rural area creates some barriers in the hiring process.

Being very rural.

Candidates meeting licensure requirements/expectations necessary within the State of Minnesota.

Charter school funding inequities limit the compensation parity for licensed teachers relative to traditional 
school systems.

Charters overall don't get the same level of funding as districts so it is hard to offer a competitive wage and 
retain teachers.

Competing with North Dakota for new teachers. Pay is better and they have no testing requirements.

Competition among district and from states near us without the testing requirements.
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Competition with private sector for certain license areas.

competitive salaries

Competitive salaries and compensation. Location of the district outside the metro area.

Content majors with teaching licensure. High level math/science. Experienced AP teachers. Pay/pay-scale.
Retention. Part-time FTEs.

Contract pay schedules

Cost of 4 year degree vs. starting teacher salary Demands placed on teaching profession Negative light that is 
portrayed about education Public pensions under fire

Custodians and Bus Drivers Very few people now in the state have a boiler license. Bus drivers good luck 
finding one. The difficulty in obtaining this license is also impossible to find. ln

demands of jobs in special education and salary

Different License requirements for the various categories taught in Science and Vocational. The Funding 
Formula change in Sped will create significant havoc. The Paperwork requirements in Sped that Minnesota 
places on top of the Federal requirements are a very large impediment to retaining quality Sped teachers and 
delivery adequate student services.

Due to funding cannot afford to pay teachers much.

Due to our small size, hiring licensed teachers for very part-time positions is very challenging. Right now we 
have one teacher on a variance teaching art, technology and environmental education which then equals a full 
time position.

ECFE Parent Educator is always difficult. This position is about 3 hours a week. Since we are so rural it is hard 
to obtain teachings for part-time positions

Educators and education in general has taken a great of criticism the past few years. I beleive it deters our 
brightest and best from entering the field.

Experience and effectiveness in Urban Education

Fairmont Area Schools is located in rural south central MN. Many new teachers desire teaching positions in or 
near metropolitan areas. Our entry level teaching salary is $36,308. With the rising cost of a college degree, 
entry level salaries will need to be increased significantly over the next few years to attract qualified teachers.

Financial resources to attract good candidates.

Finding appropriately licensed MN teachers with Montessori training (or the desire to complete)

Finding licensed career and technical teachers

Finding qualified teachers in areas of shortages. Really have trouble finding licensed teachers for our Dual 
Language Program. Need to have both an elementary license and be proficient in Spanish. This has been our 
toughest area.

Finding teachers that are willing to live in a very small town, or willing to drive a few miles. Our teacher pay is 
lower than a first year teacher's pay in the traditional public schools around our area. We can't compete with 
their salaries. We also ask our teachers to wear many hats; we need to have very flexible and willing people to 
perform a variety of jobs and work together as a team.

Finding teachers who want to work with students from a low-income background and who will be successful 
with our population is extremely challenging.

First of all, this survey was not set up well for Special Education Cooperatives. The Northwest Regional 
Interdistrict Council #382-52 was not even listed in your drop down box for districts other than "01"!! Surprised 
I even received the survey. The choosing of what county we are located in or represent was also a challenge 
since the NWRIC covers 5 counties in the NW Minnesota. One of our greatest barriers is location. Many 
people are not willing to move to a very rural area when jobs are available in other areas. The next barrier is 
that Special Education does not seem to be an appealing career choice any more. Fewer and fewer students 
are pursuing a license in those areas. I anticipate many retirements in the next few years and am concerned 
that I will not be able to fill any of the position with a licensed person. One barrier for hiring Speech/Language 
Clinicians is the requirement that they must have a Masters' Degree to be licensed to work in school districts.
Colleges are limiting the amount of students admitted into Masters' programs and creating a shortage in 
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schools. All but one of my Speech/Language Clinicians is working under a limited-license granted by the board 
of teaching. We need to change the rules to allow 4-year Communication degree majors to be licensed to work 
in schools. I have not hired a fully licensed (masters' degree) speech teacher for many years. We just keep 
training in those working under the limited license for 2-3 years and then they move away or decide to pursue 
a degree in some other field. Must time and energy is put into retraining.

Focus on categories of licenses.

For charter schools, and especially new charter schools, our most significant barrier is funding and being able 
to attract and retain teachers with a decent salary.

For many years we were able to recruit excellent teachers from North Dakota. They have increased teacher 
salaries and do not put new teachers through such a ridiculous set of tests and other hoops to obtain a license.
ND also has the rule of 85. If I were a young teacher and had to choose between MN & ND, it would be hard to 
choose MN.

Funding Benefits Salary schedule

Funding for small schools needs to be improved for us to stay competitive in hiring and retaining teachers.
Because we are a charter school and cannot levy, we are limited by the gen ed funding formulas.

Funding is always an issue. We have a very difficult time competing with other school districts in the amount of 
salaries we start staff at, and any increases they can expect. We have been lucky in not needing to reduce 
staff, but it is difficult to attract them simply because we can't pay them enough to walk in the door. Funding 
additional benefits has also been almost impossible.

Generally there is a drastic reduction in applicants in ALL teaching areas, including Elementary Education.

Geographic location

Geographic location of being a smaller rural school. New hires want the comforts and choices of a larger 
economic community. If this is not in commuting distance the don't even apply for the job. Not as many young 
adults going into education as a post-secondary choice.

Geographical location - rural small town near the Twin Cities. Lack of teachers in specific fields where pay is 
greater in the private industry: math, science, SPED.

Getting candidates is difficult. Out of state candidates won't even apply because of all the hoops they have to 
jump through and the cost of the license and tests is excessive. A teacher with a valid North Dakota license 
can teach in several states but not Minnesota. Loosen the requirements and make teacher quality a local 
responsibility. I want good teachers and I think I can get that with North Dakota standards.

Getting qualified people to even apply for our open positions out in rural MN is a huge barrier.

Greater-MN location - Non-Metro

Having a small district and not allowing science teacher to teach in multiple areas (Chemistry/Physics) under 
the same license

hiring out of state teachers

I believe the pay level for teachers needs to be examined. Increasing the wage (additional funding to school) 
will expand the number of people who consider teaching as a profession. The wages paid to teachers area a 
real problem for all Minnesota schools.

In a small district such as ours, teachers will multiple skill areas and holding multiple licenses are worth their 
weight in gold. We attempt to allow student interest and desire to drive our course offerings through the 
registration process. This puts tremendous pressure on our ability to staff various courses within a subject area 
due to the license requirements.

In our geographical location it is difficult to find any substitutes for paraprofessionals and even hard to find 
highly qualified paras. The population just doesn't have the capacity to supply this workforce. The number of 
applicants for elementary teachers has dropped dramatically over the past few years. We used to get 30-40
applications for a position and this past summer we received 5-10 an open 5th grade position. I feel one 
reason for the shortage is the negative picture that continues to be painted for educators. A lot of pressure is 
placed on teachers and they have a lot of social and emotional barriers to overcome with a lot of students.
They work wonders with children, but are then told they are not doing their job over and over again. This 
perception is driving highly qualified individuals away from the profession.
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In the western suburbs, we have stiff competition from larger districts like Wayzata and Minnetonka who pay 
better. We have a very difficult time filling any position that is < 1.0 FTE.

Inability to pay prevailing wages for STEM fields

Initial starting pay for hard to find areas does not compete with private sector positions - ie - math, chemistry.
We start teachers at to low of salary to be competitive. When looking at preparation time, cost of education 
and diminishing respect for the teaching profession we are seeing more of our students not looking towards 
teaching as a viable future. IF you look at the number of students entering the field of teaching and the number 
of positions open there seems to be fewer available for positions. When this is tied to geographic locations in 
the state you see even greater shortages as you venture further from the metro area.

International educators find it very difficult to get licensed in Minnesota. For example, numerous licensed 
educators in Korea have more or less given up getting licensed in Minnesota. These teachers are a great 
resource to Sejong or other Minnesota schools but have a hard time navigating the licensure procedures 
whether that is alternative or regular licensure.

It is difficult to obtain a second teaching license. In a small school we need teachers to be able to teach more 
than one subject area and it is very difficult for teachers to add a license. Classes are not easily available for 
teachers to take while teaching. Distance from colleges and available classes is a burden.

lack of appeal for our geographic location compensation and benefits

Lack of applicants due to salary constraints.

Lack of funding

Lack of quality licensed candidates

License-Colleges don't give flexible course offerings to meet variance requirements within 3 years.

Licensing requirements in Science and Special Education make it very difficult to find candidates for a small 
rural school. In most situations, a teacher in a small, rural school will have multiple assignments requiring 
multiple licensures. Offering part-time positions in these areas has not been successful - these folks are able 
to find full-time employment in larger districts. Additionally, we are finding that colleges or universities do have 
not candidates enrolled in these programs.

Licensing requirements particularly when hiring certified teachers from other states. The amount of testing 
and/or courses to get certified in Minnesota is ridiculous!

Licensing requirements placed on us by the board of teaching are making it very difficult to hire in areas like 
science and SPED, ASD. The hoops that prospective teachers have to jump through to get a license in MN is 
causing a shortage in of licensed staff in all areas. We can't hire licensed teachers from neighboring states 
because of they don't meet our over the top licensing requirements. The Board of teaching has too much 
control in deciding who gets a license to teach in MN.

Licensure for Theatre, Dance and Vocal Arts instructions. Public institutions do not offer Theatre & Dance 
Licenses.

Limited pool of applicants in Special Education. Not all schools are preparing teachers the same.

Limited pool of Deaf and Hard of Hearing teachers.

Limited supply of teachers graduating from preparation programs.

Location

Location Economy

location size salary

location teacher licensing no licensure reciprocity between states

Location and available workforce

Location and low salary schedule

location being more rural starting salaries budget reductions

Location of our School District Low number of qualified candidates MTLE too difficult outside of area of study
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Low number of applications for open positions. Often have to take non qualified applicants.

low socioeconomic teaching experience

Many teachers are poorly trained at their universities.

Mid-year hires very difficult.

Minnesota licensure requirements are different than surrounding states and this causes a lot of problems.

MN is always thinking it is better than other states and its standards really make hiring some areas very 
difficult, e.g., physics/chemistry licensure. Other states allow more liberal, broad science license to teach.

MTEL - Makes no sense. MN Colleges certify the programs of study are completed by all teachers. Board of 
teaching certifies the teachers, School administrators have three years of probational data to determine 
teacher effectiveness. The MTEL should be given as a score only feedback. Accountability is already in the 
system.

Multiple science classes that each require their own license. Finding people with the correct license 
combinations is very hard. Special Education requirements are so extreme they greatly reduce the number of 
teacher who want to teach special education.

Need to have a more competitive wage.

Needs of the students continue to increase, our budget does not. We need to do something with contracts to 
allow districts to compete with business world.

Negative climate that surrounds public education. Difficult parents that blame teachers or the school for their 
child's problems. Relatively low pay. Multitude of demands placed on teachers today (standardized testing, 
SPED, mental health, etc.)

No reciprocity between states for licensing. Limited quality applicants with the appropriate licensure. Increase 
in special populations needing Special Education or EL licensure. Limited programs to obtain Media Specialist 
licensure, difficulty and length of those programs and need for this license.

No teacher licensing reciprocity

None

Not a large enough supply of teachers who are top quality candidates in most every field, especially in the 
special ed area.

not a real barrier but just a small pool of candidates for open positions

Not as competitive salary and benefits compared to larger area schools.

Not as many candidates coming out of teacher programs Tenure of teachers not as long as used to be in 
general Shortage of subs that used to be sometimes hired in a particular district Smaller district-not as large 
variety of course offerings and opportunities

Not enough capacity at universities for turning out speech teachers. We do not need the speech degree 
requirements for all of our students receiving speech services. If our new special education teachers have to 
get additional certification by five years, we may have to let them go after three if they do not have required 
certification. We could have tenure requirements due to licensing in other areas. There is too much messing 
around with special education certifications.

Not enough colleges producing graduates for all licensure areas, poor teaching programs at some of the 
universities

Not enough teachers with appropriate licensures.

Not many applicants

Number of candidate pool for open teaching positions.

Only having part-time positions available.

Our biggest factor is our pay and benefits. In order to keep the PreK-6 open in Ivanhoe we had to close the 7-
12 and sign a tuition agreement. We also signed a decrease in benefits AND a pay freeze over the next 3 
year. Teachers are only being paid 29,000 starting, which is well below the neighboring districts.
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Our district has a desire to hire a diverse teacher population. Part of this requires us to recruit teacher 
candidates from other states. There are MN state licensure requirements that at times pose as an obstical for 
these candidates. For instance, our district recruits teachers for our Bilingual/immersion programs who happen 
to be from other states. The teachers have had a difficult time with licensing and it has caused some to debate 
on whether or not they stay with our district.

Our district has a hard time competing with other suburban districts due to funding issues as well as the district 
being in Statutory Operating Debt for many years. It is difficult to be competitive in salaries with Minneapolis, 
Osseo, Anoka etc. Small districts like Brooklyn Center don't have the resources (about 12-15 people in our 
central office) of other districts so it is difficult to recruit, train, and retain teachers. The talent pool is thin as far 
as high quality teaching candidates and principals candidates. Out of 45 principal applicants, we had 2 quality 
candidates.

Our funding is so low that we cannot find teachers who will work for what we can afford to pay them.

Our high school offers an two year college degree in partnership with our local community college. High school 
teachers must have a masters degree in the content area they teach to offer the college credit. The pool of 
high school teachers with these qualifications, who are also capable of coaching or advising activities, is 
extremely small. Secondly, licensure requirements and work load requirements for special education teachers 
is making it nearly impossible to fill these positions with qualified individuals.

Our largest struggle in hiring is finding qualified special education teachers, there are just not enough that are 
willing to drive to our location and meet the needs that we need to serve.

Our location and lack of housing, financial problems with high cost of transporting student and low numbers.

Our location and the fact that since we are a small school we don't have the funds to offer competitive salaries.

Our rural location/salary schedule

Our salaries are not competitive with Rochester and metro area school districts and our school district is
driving distance to both these areas.

Out state we don't have many people in our community that are willing to come to the out state for hard to fill 
fields. When looking at Salary we have lost teachers that have decided to go to the Metro and teach because 
of the pay and benefits. I wish we were on the same playing field with our Metro colleagues.

Parenting License is difficult to obtain and not worth the cost for the minimal hours position.

Part time positions based on student enrollment

Partial Positions Limited out state applicant pools. No applicants Difficulty obtaining MN licenses for VI 
teachers Doctorate required for Physical Therapist Can't compete with Medical agencies for SLPs, OTs, PTs, 
Nurses Delayed licensing process from MDE

Pau scale and remote location.

 Pay We are a small district surrounded by much larger districts. Pay is much better other places.

 Pay Lack of affordable housing

Pay &Benifits

Pay and benefits - we cannot compete with business and industry *CTE teachers are very difficult to attract 
due to the lack of pay and benefits relative to business and industry *The pools of candidates in most positions 
are very shallow *The quality of teacher candidates in general has dramatically decreased *We are concerned 
about the college system preparation programs and the low standard they have in place for program entrance 
- we need more teachers and better teachers coming out of our colleges CTE, AG, Industrial Arts, FACS, and 
Technology Ed teachers are almost impossible to find. The college system has dropped most of these 
programs or are producing very few new teachers in these critical areas. We will be forced to eliminate these 
programs in our school system due to the lack of good teachers available to hire. This area of need is at a 
critical stage and I am afraid it is too late to ramp-up the supply before the bottom falls out and these important 
programs are gone. The State of MN and the Department of Education has devalued these programs for so 
long, the college systems eliminated their teacher preparation programs and school districts have shut these 
programs down. In addition to the teacher shortage, these programs also require ongoing capital investments 
in facilities and equipment, they have been too easy for school boards to cut during a budget crisis. If we do 
not get facility and equipment support, the shortage of teachers will not matter. From the workforce 
development perspective, we have created a huge problem for our high tech manufacturers and industries.
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Processing time with the licensing system at key time periods. Time laps between testing requirements and 
results.

Purely Financial considerations.

Qualifies candidates in specialist positions in special education

Remoteness, Lake of funds for higher salaries.

Retainment of teachers is difficult as we are limited in providing annual raises.

Rural Area Salary 

rural location, not enough licensed applicants, travel to several locations

Rural location. Especially hard to find teachers licensed in specialty areas (i.e. parent education, industrial arts, 
etc.). Part time positions are hard to fill.

Rural school located 50 miles from nearest university.

Rural, out-state location makes it difficult to get a good pool of applicants for any job openings.

Salaries

Salaries and benefits

 Salaries of the metro schools is much higher than rural district. The rural districts become training grounds.

salaries too low

Salary and benefits

Salary not as high as other big school district.

School finance is the biggest barrier to hiring new people. Young people are not attracted to a profession 
where they will be under-compensated and under-funded.

Science Teachers because of Licensure. Low availability of ECFE Teachers, Coordinators and Parent 
Educators

Shortage of properly licensed and qualified applicants.

Shortage of specialist type teachers in rural area.

Since the charter school is not a traditional school, the charter school does have difficulty attracting quality 
teacher candidates.

small district we need to find teachers to work in multiple fields

Small pool of applicants

Small pool of qualified applicants.

Small rural schools have only one science teacher at the high school. They need to be licensed in life 
sciences, earth sciences, chemistry and physics. Typically they are not.

Small schools in rural Minnesota that have high poverty struggle to hire new teachers.

Some of the factors that our school District faces is that we are a very small school District in a very rural 
area,we have two schools in our District that are located around 80 miles apart, we have a hard time trying to 
find teachers with a license in the field that we are trying to fill at the Indus School, these positions are usually 
for 7-12 grade class, such as Math and English. This school is located in Birchdale Minnesota which is a very 
remote area, that is located in between International Falls and Baudette Minnesota. We have had to fill for 
various in order to have teachers placed in these positions, because of this.

Some positions are part time due to the size of our school.

Special ed license requirements are too restrictive.

Special Education at the secondary level, having to be highly qualified in all core subject areas. Dual 
Language Spanish immersion, difficulty passing all MTLE's
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Specialty Areas are hard to find in out state areas. Due to our Diverse Student Population we have difficulty 
finding bilingual support staff Transfer of Out of state Licensures huge barriers

Speech pathologist - there are not enough programs, existing programs are not taking enough applicants, and 
there is a huge demand. I don't understand why there have been "gates" created, but this situation is beyond 
frustrating. I have a highly qualified person who has applied to 15-20 schools across the country, in addition to 
MN. She is 1 of 200+ and programs are taking 10-15. Special Ed - especially EBD, SLD. People are not going 
into this field and I don't blame them. Kids are harder and they are spending more time having to worry about 
paperwork (IEPs, etc) than teaching (which is why they went into education). My best sped teachers are 
burning out after 3-5 years and there aren't many people waiting to take their place. In rural MN we get 1-2
apps for sped positions and they are not quality applicants. The last 3 we've hired have been regular ed 
teachers on variances that are going back to school. This is not sustainable. School Psychs - I don't think we 
can pay these people enough to seriously consider a job in education. If you look at job postings, you will see 
many districts looking. Again, demand exceeds supply by a huge margin. Science - in rural MN this is a 
supply/demand issue as well, especially in Physical Sciences. I think MDE/the state has created licensing 
structures that are not reasonable. Teachers can learn the content - we just need licensed teachers that we 
can grow into good teachers, but we aren't even getting good applicants.

State teacher testing requirements. The small number of qualified teacher applicants.

State testing and licensing requirements are factors in our ability to hire teachers of color - particularly teachers 
of color from other states.

Stereotypes about charter schools

Stress of the position with all the new accountability standards. Money - low wage compared to business 
world.

Teacher workload and burn out.

Teachers that are excellent and have a teaching degree from Mexico or another country but are not 
considered teachers in MN. These teachers have to start the teacher training process all over again in order to 
teach in MN. This is very frustrating especially when we would like to have foreign languages spoken in our 
schools and with our children. Native speakers are so wonderful to have as teachers.....wish the red tape was 
not so thick!

Teachers willing to Teach at risk Students! Teachers Salaries!

Teaching candidates from other states (IA, SD, ND, WI, NE) won't come to Minnesota.

The applicant pool for virtually all subject areas has significantly diminished in the last three years. Many less 
applicants to choose from.

The biggest problem is getting qualified substitute teachers. The other thing is getting long term subs in foreign 
language, upper level science, and upper level mathematics courses.

The cost of benefits (ACA).

The economy is relational. All-Day, Every Day Kindergarten has sucked up many elementary teachers. There 
continues to be a shortage of quality and qualified SPED teachers and Upper Level Science Teachers. This is 
compounded when you live in rural MN and can't match higher paying district salaries. There are no post-
secondary schools in MN that have Industrial Technology/STEM teacher programs. We have cut our own legs 
here and need to fix that ASAP. Too much pressure and focus was on all students going to four-year colleges 
and now we have a shortage of skilled labor for the trades area and no one to teach it. The constant change 
by the legislature with standards, testing and political whims effect students everyday and we can't compete as 
we are always in a state of change and can't get traction on what we are doing. With that as the background, 
who wants to enter education as a profession????? When will the state help us and promote education as a 
great career?? Media campaign????

The extreme requirements to become licensed as a special education teacher has been very difficult. Very few 
programs even give people the opportunity to graduate with a bachelor's degree. The testing has been a turn-
off to individuals and a significant barrier. Not having reciprocity between states for licensure results in about 5 
people not accepting my positions each year (I just had someone from Colorado ask about MN licensure 
because they are considering moving to town; when she found out the requirements she said she would stay 
in CO). The number of special education licenses is a significant barrier, particularly in small towns. Our 
location and not being close to colleges is difficult. The colleges are getting better at offering online courses, 
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but not all of the courses are online and not all people like online. I tried to work with universities to see if they 
would allow us a hybrid model and had very poor response.

The funding District 885 receives to maintain competitive salaries (ISD 885 is one of the lowest funded 
district's per pupil, receiving $1000 less/pupil than many of our immediate neighbors).

The lack of alignment between the goals and mandates of the WBWF legislation and the former, but still 
present state graduation requirements make it almost impossible for high schools to successfully prepare 
students for their futures!

The licensing standards can be difficult for teachers, but I do believe that the standards should be high. The 
time it takes to process the license of new teachers can sometimes be frustrating. We have jobs waiting and it 
sometimes takes a while for them to get the license.

The MTLE exams are almost to the point of prejudicial. I do not understand how giving a timed test to teacher 
candidates will determine if he/she is going to be a quality teacher. For example, I do not care or find it 
essential information if a science or math or any teacher is able to complete 50 math problems in 50 minutes.
If any testing is needed then have it be in there licensure area not a so called BASIC math, writing, reading 
test. It is time to respect our universities and trust them to have the teacher candidates to be ready to be 
productive teachers. I totally disagree with the testing requirements of college students. We are losing way to 
many potentially strong candidates due to the testing requirements.

The need for teachers with multiple licenses. Very few out there. Some of the licenses don't cover needs in a 
small school. Example: most teachers come out of school with Chemistry or Physics. In a small school they 
need both.

the overall public perception regarding teaching in general. The increased requirements at the University level, 
i.e. TPA.

The pool of "good" candidates in shrinking. Also, the best seem to want to gravitate toward the metro. Many 
new grads have stated that colleges are not encouraging students to enter the field. Also, college preparation 
of potential graduates needs improvement concerning licensure process and issues. Many do not realize the 
steps in obtaining licensure and trust the college will submit the necessary paperwork for getting licensure.
Most colleges can't be trusted to complete the license paperwork and get it submitted like their supposed to.

The pool of applicants has reduced significantly in recent years. Many of the teachers who have subbed are 
now being hired leaving very little subs available. Quality sped teachers and service providers continues to be 
the area of highest need given the needs of the children have increased drastically. Additionally, finding 
licensed science teachers in rural districts is a challenge. We had to eliminate a business teacher position this 
year due to no licensed applicants. We tried a community expert license last year that was not successful.

The requirement for Speech--Language teachers to have a graduate degree and the minimal number of very 
qualified students that the colleges are taking into this program. The length of time for these individuals to be 
on a variance should be increased. Many of our 4-year degreed individuals are much better then some of our 
Master-degreed individuals, so this requirement is becoming a huge question.

The sheer number of college students pursuing degrees in any education field are shrinking drastically. This 
shortage of teacher candidates will have a negative impact, especially in rural districts. Also, public scrutiny 
has played a role in this.

There are not enough qualified candidates.

There are not enough special education and mathematics teachers.

There is a limited number of applicants in specific areas and the teacher contract pay is low compared to non-
educational jobs.

THere is simply not a pool of candidates. I will begin advertising for a life science teacher soon for next year 
and I do not anticipate I will get a single candidate. In my opinion the MTLE has become a major barrier for 
students who may once have considered education as a career. Teacher pay is also an issue. Too frequently, 
candidates with the skills to be good teachers can do much better financially in other careers. Geography is an 
issue in my district. We are considered to be too far from almost everywhere.

There seems to be a shortage of qualified candidates coming into the field in northern Minnesota. There are 
several reasons for this including rising college costs, low pay for teachers, testing and licensing requirements 
too rigorous compared to other states, and limited schools for specific licensure(like ag, special ed, speech, 
etc). 
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Three year limit for variances.

Very few Physics, Chemistry, Ag and FACS teachers coming out of college.

Very small pool of candidates, especially in the music, business, and science areas.

We are 25 miles from Fargo, ND and our salary schedule is quite short of Fargo's and West Fargo's. This is 
becoming an issue for us and other schools. Also, they have the Rule of 85 for retirment and Minnesota lost 
the Rule of 90. This will also be a factor in retention of teachers.

We are a large rural school district – a number of applicants come from small area school districts. We have 
noticed a reduction in the qualified applicants for all positions.

We are a licensed desert in our area in Central Minnesota. Rural and not much to choose from. Getting 
licensed teachers has seemed very difficult. Particularly at secondary level regarding specialty 
disciplines/licensure and early childhood/preschool, technology specialist are a pipe dream right now.

 We are a rural school and that is a big factor on being able to get and maintain employees.

We are a small rural school that may not be able to pay or offer the opportunities as larger metro areas can.

We are a small rural school. We have great difficulty in attracting teachers willing to work part-time in our rural 
areas. We do not have an enrollment that allows full-time positions in many areas. Science, Computers, and 
specialty areas are very hard for us to fill. Science with the multiple licenses has been very difficult to fill.
Computer teachers are very hard to fill as we can only afford part-time people. It would be great to have more 
ability in the use of variances from year to year.

We are a small school that often times does not have a need for a full time teacher in a specialty position. We 
often encounter a need for a less than full time teacher who holds multiple licensures.

We are a special education cooperative in rural southern Minnesota and have a very difficult time competing 
with salaries and benefits offered by districts in the Twin Cities area.

We are a very rural district, already many staff do not live int he district but live in the area's regional center.
And the unemployment level is very low with a large variety of jobs available and they are competitive jobs due 
to great benefit packages.

We are a very small district (850 students p-12) who come from 3 very small communities. I often tell people 
that we don't have people roaming the streets of Cosmos looking for a full time (or even part-time 
chemistry/physics) job. The same can be said for health/PE and DAPE ...the same can be said for music. Ten 
years ago I hired a PE Health teacher whose application came with 82 others. This summer I hired a PE 
Health teacher whose application came with 4 others. One of the struggles besides licensed teachers not living 
in or around small towns is teachers struggle to pass the MTLE. I think the MTLE is very important but when I 
hear of a choir director trying to get his band license but can't pass the MTLE because he doesn't know the 
history of Russian music from the 1500's I think that is a bit beyond high school band. I currently have a 
"special permission" health PE teacher who has tried the MTLE for Adaptive PE twice and is having difficulty 
getting past all the special ed disabilities test. I also have a social studies teacher who we retain as a full time 
sub who is struggling to pass the MTLE test on psychology because he doesn't know pyschologists from the 
early 1900s and what they represented. Again...a little above high school unless we are teaching AP or 
Concurrent enrollment. Again, I feel strongly that MTLE is keeping the very poor teachers out but it may be a 
bit too rigorous in some areas. Just musing...

We are a very small school that has always prided itself on hiring fully licensed teachers. This year many 
school districts saw a shortage in applicants for positions in many areas. In talking with two teachers that are 
on limited licenses they have said that the tests being timed and the mere scope of them in order to get 
licensed is not always easy. The frustration of these individuals is evident as they talk about these tests. The 
time constraint knowing that they only have a certain amount of time to get their license is also very strenuous 
for the individual as well as the districts. The colleges are not making things easy either as in order for 
experienced teachers to gat another licensure they have to "quit" their real teaching jobs and student teach! 
This is quite a hardship for the district that needs to have the teacher in place, but thankful that they are willing 
to add additional licensure. This is very troublesome especially in the special education department. Our 
district for the first time in several years has two teachers on limited licenses and one on a variance. These are 
also not long enough. These teachers are doing a terrific job, doing what we want them to do, the students 
love them and in our district it is very strenuous to get people to apply for our jobs! Future teachers from other 
states are no longer coming to Mn. for licensure as in the past because of the difficulty of obtaining a license 
with all of the extra requirements beyond their own state licensing. it is quite intimidating to think that one was 
good enough to be licensed and teach in another state and that Mn. would require such an additional burden 
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to get licensed. The other issue is the staffing at MDE - with the shortage of teachers AND the shortage of staff 
at MDE to assist us we are at their mercy to get approvals in a timely manner. They have done their very best 
to accommodate but certainly feel for their workload. We hope that things can change for the future educators 
of Minnesota.

We are an Arts charter school with a small budget and are increasingly seen as an alternative school for kids 
who are not being served in their district Sped programs. This creates an interesting atmosphere that some 
teachers are frustrated by.

We are in rural Minnesota without a lot to draw in new, younger teachers

We are located in a rural areas and availability of licensed professionals in education in certain fields can be 
difficult. Especially if we need to replace some one right away.

We are located in a very rural northern minnesota community

We cannot find licensed, qualified teachers for our CTE and elective courses. The MTLE requirements also 
prevent us from hiring what would be qualified teachers. Salary and benefits are a huge barrier when it comes 
to hiring teachers for our district.

We do not get many qualified applicants. Many who apply are newly licensed.

We live in a very rural community and not all teachers are willing to live in a rural community. Funding to pay 
teachers enough to want to live in our area. Finding Science teachers that fit the correct specific licensure 
area.

We would appreciate more flexibility in hiring people who are licensed in other states. Because of Minnesota 
State Requirements, it is cumbersome for students out of state to get licensed.

We're a small school district located in Greater MN. Our salary schedule and benefits are not competitive with 
larger districts or districts located in suburban or metropolitan areas.

What we are able to pay compared to large districts make us a stepping stone for larger districts which leads 
to turn over every few years.

When we cannot fin a licensed teacher, we get a variance. Variances are only good for a maximum of 3 years. 
If a teacher is successful on a variance for 3 years, they should be able to get a license. We have difficulty 
providing compensation packages that are competitive with larger districts. Often when we do get a good 
teacher, they leave us for higher paying districts after we have invested in their effective development. The 
current teacher testing system is a barrier. We had a physical education teacher candidate who could not pass 
the math portion. He will never use that level of math in a physical education class. Why does he need to pass 
this test? We also have had experienced candidates from other states but our state does not recognize certain 
aspects of their license. For example, another state may grant a K-6 license and the candidate has taught 
Kindergarten for 5 years in that state. However, our state only licenses them 1-6 and not K. This is ridiculous.

Young people are not choosing to go into special education field, for many reasons, so colleges are not 
producing the number of graduates with special education licenses. From my perspective, the most significant 
barrier was the fact that a new college grad could graduate from college with all credits, recommendation for 
licensure and then couldn't pass the reading and math tests so couldn't be licensed. Hopefully this barrier is 
being addressed. It is also my understanding that young people are choosing not to go into special education 
because of the contentiousness of the field, with parents seemingly to have more power over educational 
decisions than the school. I have also talked to college students who indicate they are afraid of the paperwork 
burden of special education, so they are choosing not to get that licensure. Here is another issue.....We had an 
early childhood special education teacher vacancy. We recruited from another agency in another state. The 
person was licensed as an ECSE teacher in the other state. Minnesota would not acknowledge her license 
and indicated that she needs to take 20-25 additional "general education" courses in human relations, basic 
assessment, etc. in order to be licensed in Minnesota in ECSE. This is just incredulous as she has been 
working in the exact same field in another state, with the exact same job responsibilities and yet MN indicates 
she is not able to be licensed until she takes more classes!
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:41 PM
To:
Subject: Fwd: PILOT REVIEW

 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: "VanAernum, JoAnn (MDE)" <joann.vanaernum@state.mn.us> 
Date: September 6, 2013 10:07:02 AM CDT 
To:  
Subject: RE: PILOT REVIEW 

Hi : 
  
I know there is no “appeal” for the PILOT decision,  as the PILOT itself was actually an “appeal” (second 
evaluation) of the initial licensure review. 
The Executive Director of the Board of Teaching, Karen Balmer, resigned Sept.30th.  We do not have a 
replacement.  So, you could send your inquiry to the Chairman of the Board of Teaching, John 
Bellingham, c/o Board of Teaching, 1500 Highway 36 West, Roseville, MN 55113. 
  
 
Best wishes, 
  
JoAnn Van Aernum 
Teacher Education Specialist 
Minnesota Department of Education 
Minnesota Board of Teaching 
651-582-8866 
This email response is informal, like a telephone call, and it is meant to be advisory only and does not represent a written, official
position of the Minnesota Board of Teaching or the  Department of Education. This message is intended only for the use of 
individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential. If the reader of this message is not the 
intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, disruption, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this communication in error, 
please immediately notify the sender and then delete the communication from your electronic mail system. Thank you. 
  
  
From:
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: VanAernum, JoAnn (MDE) 
Subject: Re: PILOT REVIEW 
  
Thank you Joann. Please let me know to whom I would address an appeal. If there is no "appeal," please 
let me know who supervises this process. I have numerous questions regarding the response of the 
committee and I need to know to whom to address them to.  
Sincerely, 
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Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Sep 6, 2013, at 8:52 AM, "VanAernum, JoAnn (MDE)" <joann.vanaernum@state.mn.us> wrote: 

Good Morning  
Please find attached notification regarding your teacher licensure application. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
JoAnn Van Aernum 
Teacher Education Specialist 
Minnesota Department of Education 
Minnesota Board of Teaching 
651-582-8866 
This email response is informal, like a telephone call, and it is meant to be advisory only and does not represent 
a written, official position of the Minnesota Board of Teaching or the  Department of Education. This message is 
intended only for the use of individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 
confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, disruption, or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify the sender and then delete the communication from your electronic mail system. Thank you. 
  
  

Notification memo.pdf> 
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Application for Licensure via Portfolio
Portfolio Process Discontinued

Due to budget reductions and policy changes, the Licensure via Portfolio process has been 
discontinued. Interested candidates and past candidates who were unsuccessful are encouraged to 
contact a Minnesota college or university to complete a teacher preparation program. Many programs 
are offered in flexible formats to accommodate candidates.

In 2011, the Minnesota Legislature authorized the creation of alternative programs that will eventually 
offer new options (though, to date, no programs have been created by eligible providers).  A list of 
Minnesota colleges and universities offering programs can be found on the Train to Become a 
Teacher in Minnesota page.
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                STATE OF MINNESOTA

        OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

CASE NUMBER:  80-1320-31189

--------------------------------------------------

In the Matter of the Denial of the Application of

Ms. Marina A Bibo for a Full Minnesota Teaching

License

--------------------------------------------------

         DEPOSITION OF BOARD OF TEACHING

      WITNESS DESIGNEE Erin Doan PURSUANT TO
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1      program?
2 A.   That's correct.  They must demonstrate equivalent
3      to student teaching or full student teaching,
4      pedagogy, and content.
5 Q.   Let's walk through the study slightly and very
6      quickly.  You just listed three factors they must
7      consider.  Is that how you determine -- strike
8      that question.  How are they trained to determine
9      whether a teacher preparation program is
10      essentially equivalent to a Minnesota teacher
11      preparation program?
12 A.   That would be specific to the licensure area that
13      they are reviewing.
14 Q.   What does it mean to be essentially equivalent?
15 A.   Again, that there would be demonstration of a
16      student teaching or equivalent experience, that
17      there would be evidence of field-specific methods,
18      and pedagogical training.  There are several
19      components within that pedagogical training.  The
20      ones that are reviewed most closely are those that
21      are in statute for reading, for human relations,
22      and also for American Indian education, in
23      addition to whatever content coursework is
24      required for Minnesota programs.
25 Q.   So you've just broken it down.  Would you say
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1      there's generally three big buckets of things they
2      are going to look for to determine equivalence?
3 A.   Yes.
4 Q.   The first one you said is student teaching?
5 A.   Or an essential equivalent.
6 Q.   What is student teaching?
7 A.   Student teaching in a Minnesota program at this
8      time would be a minimum of a full-time ten-week
9      experience as teacher in a K-12 classroom within
10      the licensure scope that the candidate is seeking.
11 Q.   So if you've completed the student teaching
12      portion, that just means you have ten weeks within
13      the general scope that you're applying for
14      licensure; is that right?
15 A.   Ten weeks supervised student teaching within a
16      classroom with university supervision and a
17      classroom mentor teacher.
18 Q.   So if someone does ten weeks of student teaching
19      with all different types of mentors, if they don't
20      have a university person present, they haven't
21      done the student teaching?
22 A.   Not in the way it's described, but there's also a
23      provision within the rule, and within statute
24      actually, that talks about an essentially
25      equivalent experience.
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1 Q.   We'll get to that in just a second.  I just want
2      to understand first of all --
3 A.   That's the traditional model.
4 Q.   So as you understand the student teaching, the way
5      these application specialists are reviewing this,
6      they are looking to determine whether there was a
7      ten-week period in which the applicant spent with
8      both a teacher supervisor and an education
9      facility itself, a graduate school or an
10      undergraduate program, in the same classroom?
11 A.   The way that student teaching is normally
12      demonstrated in its traditional form would be that
13      it comes in on a transcript showing credits
14      bearing certain number of credits for a particular
15      number of weeks.
16 Q.   I'm just trying to understand what the requirement
17      is.  So for a program to be essentially equivalent
18      to a Minnesota program, it has to have student
19      teaching?
20 A.   Correct.
21 Q.   What does that student teaching have to entail to
22      be essentially equivalent to a Minnesota --
23 A.   The way it's defined in Minnesota is that it's a
24      ten-week period working with a university
25      supervisor and a cooperating mentor teacher.
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1 Q.   Where is that codified or defined?
2 A.   I can't quote that off the top of my head.
3 Q.   Is there a place that it's written down in the
4      rules or regulations?
5 A.   I believe it's under the 8700.7600, but we need to
6      look it up.
7 Q.   I'm going to hand you for your reference
8      8700.7600.  Is that what you wanted?
9 A.   That's where I would start.  Yes.
10 Q.   Read it to yourself and have a quick review.  If
11      it's not there, it's not a problem at all.  I
12      don't of course expect you to have encyclopedic
13      knowledge of what all the rules are.  I just
14      generally interested as to if you happen to have
15      them.
16 A.   It's here somewhere.  I can spend time looking for
17      it, or not.
18 Q.   I'll leave it at that.  I appreciate the help.
19      You believe there's actually specifications that
20      student teaching must be a) ten weeks long?
21 A.   Yes.
22 Q.   And b) must also include a university person
23      supervising the process?
24 A.   Yes.
25 Q.   And c) must also have a mentoring teaching as well
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1      supervising the ten-week process?
2 A.   Yes.
3 Q.   And then d) I guess you'd say it also must be in
4      the general scope and subject matter that the
5      applicant is seeking a license in; is that
6      correct?
7 A.   Yes.
8 Q.   Failing any one of those, they would not have
9      student teaching and would have to defer to the
10      essentially equivalent of student teaching; is
11      that correct?
12 A.   Yes.
13 Q.   Let's talk about that latter part now.  What would
14      be considered essentially equivalent to student
15      teaching?
16 A.   The language that is used for our licensing
17      executives to be able to assess essential
18      equivalence was the language that was instituted
19      in 2011 that would require what is -- Minnesota
20      alternative program is required to provide.  So
21      they are looking for some sort of mentorship that
22      would happen prior to time spent as a teacher of
23      record, in addition to ongoing mentorship
24      throughout their teaching experience, and without
25      going into the language, that's all I feel
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1      comfortable saying.
2 Q.   So to satisfy the essentially equivalent, you're
3      going to look to Minnesota Statute 122A.245, which
4      is the new legislation that was passed in 2011?
5 A.   Yes.  I believe so.
6 Q.   That lists out that six categories of things that
7      the alternative teacher preparation program that
8      Minnesota is looking to create must include?
9 A.   That's correct.
10 Q.   You must satisfy all of those things to be
11      considered essentially equivalent for student
12      teaching?
13 A.   Yes.
14 Q.   So if someone has been a teacher of record for 38
15      years, not doing it?  That's not good enough on
16      its own to be considered essentially equivalent to
17      student teaching?
18 A.   Not without the component of mentorship.  No.
19      More often, it will depend on how that teacher was
20      licensed originally and what training they
21      received.  Not solely dependant on their student
22      teaching or their experience as a teacher of
23      record.
24 Q.   So there might be other ways to demonstrate
25      essentially equivalent to student teaching?
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1 A.   I'm saying if they were not granted a license it
2      would have to do primarily with the review of the
3      entire package of their training, not only on the
4      student teaching or student teaching equivalent.
5 Q.   I just want to know:  If you have a teacher with
6      38 years of teaching experience teaching K through
7      6 exclusively in a particular state and she's
8      applied to Minnesota, without a demonstration that
9      she satisfies those enumerated categories in 245,
10      you're going to say sorry, that's not essentially
11      equivalent to student teaching?
12 A.   Not based on student teaching alone.  There are
13      too many factors to be considered for me to just
14      say yes categorically we would deny that teacher.
15 Q.   Okay.  So there's no strong factors, they are soft
16      factors that you can be sufficient in one but make
17      up for in another?
18 A.   I wouldn't --
19             MS. RUTHVEN:  Objection.  Misstates her
20      prior testimony.
21             MR. WATKINS:  I'm not stating her testimony
22      at all.  I'm asking a question.
23             THE WITNESS:  I wouldn't say that, but I'm
24      not comfortable saying that we would look solely
25      at student teaching alone and say a teacher with
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1      38 years of experience --
2      BY MR. WATKINS:
3 Q.   I'm not asking if the application is going to be
4      granted or denied.  I haven't given you enough
5      facts to know that.  I'm just asking you:  On that
6      fact alone, that would be considered essentially
7      equivalent to student teaching?
8 A.   Those are the components that are looked for are
9      those described in 245.
10 Q.   So by not having that, despite having 38 years of
11      teaching experience --
12 A.   It would be a concern.
13 Q.   It would be a concern, but that would not be
14      essentially equivalent to student teaching;
15      correct?
16 A.   Correct.
17 Q.   The next thing you talked about was field-specific
18      methods, is that right, the next bucket of
19      information?
20 A.   Yes.
21 Q.   So what does it mean then for a school to be
22      essentially equivalent to Minnesota program as far
23      as field-specific methods work?
24 A.   Again, that's going to differ but licensure area,
25      but field-specific methods would include not only
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1      those methods that are appropriate for the age
2      group that's being targeted or the scope of that
3      license but would also include specific
4      requirements depending on the licensure area.  So
5      content-specific methods coursework.
6 Q.   So let's take the example of a K through 6
7      license.  Do you know what field-specific methods
8      would be required to be equivalent to a Minnesota
9      program?
10 A.   In general, there would be methods offered in core
11      subject areas; math, reading literacy, social
12      studies, and science in addition to art, music,
13      health, and physical education.
14 Q.   I'm going to ask you to repeat slowly all the
15      categories I have.  Math, reading, literacy,
16      science?
17 A.   Social studies, art, music, health, and physical
18      education.
19 Q.   Is that all of the areas for a K through 6
20      license, or are there more?
21 A.   Those are content-specific methods that would be
22      looked for in a Minnesota program.
23 Q.   So to be essentially equivalent to a Minnesota
24      program, the out-of-state program must include
25      field-specific teaching methods for all of those
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1      subjects that you just listed?
2 A.   That's correct.
3 Q.   If there's a lack of one, it would not be
4      essentially equivalent to a Minnesota program; is
5      that correct?
6 A.   That's correct.
7 Q.   For example, if someone has been teaching hard
8      sciences, the math, the beautiful stuff, the
9      physics, chemistry, those are not in middle
10      school, but they don't have a health or art
11      training for example, how to teach middle school
12      kids art, you're going to say sorry, you're not
13      qualified as essentially equivalent to the
14      Minnesota program?
15 A.   Those are requirements for full licensure.
16 Q.   So they would not qualify?
17             MS. RUTHVEN:  I'm just trying to clarify.
18      You're asking about middle in your hypothetical?
19      You walked through K 6.
20             MR. WATKINS:  Quite right.  I apologize for
21      that.
22             MS. RUTHVEN:  Sorry.
23             MR. WATKINS:  You're very right.
24      BY MR. WATKINS:
25 Q.   So K through 6 license, and you got somebody who
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1      is teaching exclusively mathematics or hard
2      sciences in the K through 6 environment, and they
3      have come from a school where that is appropriate,
4      like California, or New York, or Florida, and they
5      are doing nothing but the hard sciences, in their
6      teacher preparation program, if they lack
7      something like field-specific teaching methods in
8      art, you're going to tell this person I'm sorry,
9      your teacher preparation program is not
10      essentially equivalent to our teacher preparation
11      program?
12 A.   For a full K-6 license in Minnesota, that would be
13      accurate.
14 Q.   So you would -- how would that person handle that?
15      They would have to go back and take classes in how
16      to instruct K through 6 art?
17 A.   They would be granted some sort of temporary
18      permission to be in the classroom while they went
19      back to pick up the pieces that were missing from
20      their training program.
21 Q.   How many courses that are required for each of
22      these -- how many field-specific methods in
23      mathematics do you need to take to be essentially
24      equivalent to a Minnesota program?
25 A.   There isn't a defined number of classes for each
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1      of those areas, but the presence of methods
2      training in each of those areas is required.
3 Q.   How do you determine if the classes includes
4      methods training?  How do you know that?
5 A.   Primarily we start with a transcript review.  If
6      the information is not on a transcript review, we
7      would ask for additional documentation, or
8      actually it would come from licensing executives
9      in their communications with candidates to ask for
10      any additional supplemental documentation which
11      normally comes to them in the form of a syllabus
12      or a program description.
13 Q.   How do you know what the math courses in
14      field-specific methods of teaching math as opposed
15      to this is what math is for elementary school
16      kids?
17 A.   I don't understand the question.
18 Q.   What does it take for a class in math taught at an
19      education-providing program designed to end in
20      licensure for somebody in the K through 6 range to
21      be considered field-specific teaching methods in
22      math?
23 A.   The syllabus or the program description would
24      detail evidence of providing pedagogical training
25      in that specific content area, not just a content
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1      course in whatever the topic may be.
2 Q.   I'm just kind of assuming, and perhaps I'm wrong,
3      but if you're an educator and you're going into a
4      teacher preparation program you're not taking a
5      math course to learn about math to prove your own
6      education.  Every course you're taking is
7      presumably designed to help you become an educator
8      in that subject area.  Is that not generally how
9      these thing work?
10 A.   I don't make that general assumption.  No.
11 Q.   Really?  Okay.  So you wouldn't assume that a math
12      course had a teacher preparation program for K
13      through 6 that that math course would actually be
14      designed to teach teachers how to teach math?
15      You're saying it's quite possible it's just to
16      improve that person's education in the general
17      field of mathematics?
18 A.   That's quite possible that teachers at
19      institutions across the country would major in an
20      area or take a math class in a specific area, but
21      their field-specific methods would need to come
22      from their teacher preparation program, which the
23      content half of that training and the pedagogical
24      half of that training are not necessarily an
25      exclusive group at one institution.
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1 Q.   Let's go back to my example.  If you have a K
2      through 6 educator in California who teaches
3      exclusively reading and literacy type of classes,
4      but in their teacher preparation program, they
5      didn't have any reading or literacy-specific
6      pedagogical methodology for teaching, is there
7      anything that applicant can do, or are they told
8      I'm sorry, despite your years of teaching, you
9      need to go back to university and get a course in
10      how to teach field-specific methods in literacy or
11      reading?
12 A.   If they can provide evidence that they have
13      already done that somewhere in their training,
14      that would be reviewed additionally.  If they
15      cannot, they would be asked to complete that
16      training in Minnesota.
17 Q.   So years of teaching experience would not satisfy
18      that requirement?
19 A.   No.  Not at this time.
20 Q.   So as I understand this, every single applicant
21      coming from out of state to the State of Minnesota
22      must demonstrate 1) the student teaching portion
23      that we've already talked about, 2) they must also
24      demonstrate field-specific methods in the numerous
25      subjects you just identified as far as actual
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1      coursework in those subject areas, and there's no
2      exception to that; is that correct?
3             MS. RUTHVEN:  I just want to clarify.  The
4      coursework that she's outlined is for K-6 not for
5      if you wanted, like, a 7-12 math license.  So I
6      want --
7             MR. WATKINS:  I'll do it again.
8      BY MR. WATKINS:
9 Q.   If someone comes in and applies for a K through 6
10      license from California, the first thing you're
11      going to do is say, all right, the teacher
12      preparation program you did in California has to
13      be essentially equivalent to a Minnesota
14      preparation program; correct?
15 A.   Yes.
16 Q.   So the first thing you say is regardless of their
17      education, experience, training, anything else
18      matters not.  The very first step is:  Is their
19      preparation program from out of state essentially
20      equivalent to the Minnesota programs; correct?
21 A.   Yes.
22 Q.   The very first thing or one of the things you look
23      for is student teaching; correct?
24 A.   Correct.
25 Q.   Even if they -- as we said, even if they had 38
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1      years of teaching experience, if they didn't
2      actually satisfy the requirements of having a
3      university person part of that program and a
4      teacher mentor part of that program, they don't
5      technically have student teaching, and they have
6      to demonstrate essentially equivalent to student
7      teaching; correct?
8 A.   They have to demonstrate student teaching or an
9      essentially equivalent.
10 Q.   Right, and a student teaching does require a
11      ten-week program, a minimum of a ten-week program
12      in --
13 A.   In Minnesota.
14 Q.   I'm sorry.  We're talking about someone coming to
15      Minnesota.  So to be essentially equivalent to the
16      Minnesota student teaching requirement, you have
17      to have a ten-week program that you can
18      demonstrate you completed, and that ten-week
19      program must have included a university person,
20      and it must have included a teacher mentor;
21      correct?
22 A.   If they can demonstrate student teaching on a
23      transcript, normally they are not going to go back
24      to ask who was the cooperating teacher, or who was
25      the university mentor.  Many of the things that
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1      you described are assumptions based on a
2      accreditation at a university.
3             So again, it becomes a different situation
4      whether you're talking about someone who is
5      classically trained through university teacher
6      preparation program, or whether they were trained
7      through an alternative pathway.  There are
8      assumptions that can be made based on higher
9      education accreditation.
10             If it shown that they're student teaching
11      present on a transcript, we're not going to go
12      back and say did your program have nine weeks or
13      ten and deny it based on that.  There are
14      assumptions that are able to be made based on
15      accreditation.
16 Q.   What if it was through an alternative preparation
17      program; would you go through and actually verify
18      if there were ten weeks and they satisfied the
19      requirements?
20 A.   Most alternative teacher preparation programs that
21      are coming in we would be looking at those
22      programs under the essentially equivalent.
23 Q.   I just mean an applicant themselves.  Just an
24      applicant coming in.  Give me an example of an
25      alternative pathway to licensure across the
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1      nation.
2 A.   There are many alternative pathways.  There are
3      district-sponsored alternative pathways where
4      school districts in some states, Texas for
5      example, Florida for example, that train their own
6      teachers.  That would be an alternative.  The
7      National Teacher Project --
8 Q.   Let's take that one.  My brother is a teacher in
9      Texas so I'm familiar with that.  If a teacher
10      from Texas is alternatively trained through the
11      school district itself, just for example, are you
12      going to look at that student teaching portion and
13      determine whether that required ten weeks of the
14      university person in the classroom along with an
15      actual teacher mentor in the classroom for the
16      ten-week period?
17 A.   We would be looking at the components of their
18      teacher training within that program.  Yes.
19 Q.   Are there any teacher preparation programs in the
20      country that you've said those are good enough,
21      they satisfy the student teaching requirements?
22 A.   No.  Candidates are interviewed -- reviewed
23      individually as they come in.
24 Q.   So if they have gone through a traditional
25      licensure method through a university, they are
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1      subject to less scrutiny than if they did an
2      alternative licensing program?
3 A.   No that's not correct.
4 Q.   How is that not correct?
5 A.   Each candidate who applies for licensure has a
6      review of their materials to determine whether
7      their background, whether their training is
8      essentially equivalent to what's expected for a
9      teacher trained in Minnesota.  Regardless of the
10      course.
11 Q.   You're making assumptions that are different.  So
12      for university graduate through a program through
13      university you're going to assume the university
14      person was present, and you're going to assume it
15      was a ten-week program; correct?
16 A.   I'm not going to assume the number of weeks that
17      were associated with that.  I'm saying if the
18      student teaching is demonstrated on a transcript
19      there are certain requirements for teacher
20      preparation and accreditation of those
21      institutions that are able to be put in place.
22             So if we see student teaching present on a
23      transcript, then the assumption is able to be made
24      that student teaching was done under that model at
25      that institution.
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1 Q.   So if it's done through alternative preparation
2      program, you look more detailed at specifically
3      how they did the student teaching?
4 A.   We would look at what the components of their
5      student teaching or equivalent experience what the
6      components of that requirement would be.  Yes.
7 Q.   If I could just look with you, I'm going to show
8      you 122A.245.  This is the new 2011 statute that
9      we've before talking about; correct?
10 A.   Yes.
11 Q.   If we look at Subdivision 2, it lists out six
12      additional criteria that must be satisfied by the
13      alternative teacher preparation programs; correct?
14 A.   Correct.
15 Q.   These are the six criteria under Subdivision 2
16      that you're talking about to be essentially
17      equivalent to student teaching?
18 A.   That's correct.
19 Q.   Then the next category of things your licensing
20      people look at is whether the applicant has
21      field-specific teaching methods included in their
22      teacher preparation program?
23 A.   Correct.
24 Q.   You listed nine different subject matters where
25      you're expecting at least some field-specific
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1      teaching methods and pedagogical methodology;
2      right?
3 A.   What we've described is for K-6 licenses.
4 Q.   Okay.  Lovely.  Now we get to talk about the
5      pedagogy requirement.  So to be essentially
6      equivalent to a Minnesota school, the applicant
7      must also demonstrate that they have pedagogy
8      that's essentially equivalent to Minnesota
9      teaching programs; is that right?
10 A.   That's correct.
11 Q.   How do they do that?
12 A.   Those are done -- the review or the comparison is
13      made with the Standards of Effective Practice in
14      Minnesota, which would be under 8710.2000.
15 Q.   Then the applicant once demonstrating the
16      field-specific teaching methods and the student
17      teaching they then must demonstrate they also
18      satisfy all the criteria listed on 8710.2000?
19 A.   Yes.
20 Q.   I believe you got 8710.2000 in front of you.  To
21      look at this together, which subdivisions must
22      have they satisfied within 8710.2000?
23 A.   An initial review for licensure would be tied to
24      the requirements at the subpart level.  So subject
25      matter, student learning, diverse learners,
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1      instructional strategies, learning environment,
2      communication planning and instruction,
3      assessment, reflection and professional
4      development, collaboration, ethics, and
5      relationships.  So those are the categories of
6      information that are looked for.
7 Q.   So as the third bucket, an out-of-state applicant
8      would have to demonstrate that they satisfy each
9      and every subdivision listed in 8710.2000?
10 A.   The initial review is done by subpart.
11 Q.   So each subpart must be satisfied?
12 A.   Yes.
13 Q.   How do you determine whether a subpart is
14      satisfied?
15 A.   To look at primarily the courses and the syllabi
16      or other descriptive information that's provided.
17 Q.   So if you were to look at Subpart 4 for example,
18      diverse learners, how would you look at syllabi to
19      determine whether the out-of-state teacher program
20      covered this subpart sufficiently to be
21      essentially equivalent to a Minnesota license?
22      For example, sticking with our K through 6.
23             MS. RUTHVEN:  Do you want to stipulate to
24      K-6, and if you change it -- I don't mean to be --
25             MR. WATKINS:  We'll assume we're always
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1      talking about K through 6 for obvious reasons, and
2      if I say otherwise, I'll let you know.
3      BY MR. WATKINS:
4 Q.   If you apply for a K through 6 license, how do you
5      determine whether Subpart 4 has been met by the
6      out-of-state teacher preparation program in a
7      manner that's essentially equivalent to the
8      Minnesota preparation programs?
9 A.   There are a number of different concepts that are
10      embedded within that diverse learner subpart.  The
11      majority of states in the United States do have
12      agreements about human relations coursework or
13      diversity coursework that is required in
14      traditional teacher preparation that would
15      normally appear in a course on a transcript that
16      looked something like multicultural education or
17      some similar title.  If that is not evident, the
18      candidate who is applying would be asked for
19      additional information to support that specific
20      area.
21             There is documentation that is provided on
22      the Minnesota Department of Education Web site
23      that allows a candidate to detail out how they
24      have met multicultural education requirements for
25      the State if they do not have such a course on
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1      their transcript.
2             In addition, training in exceptionality,
3      both gifted education and special education, would
4      be a part of that understanding as well because
5      that would be something that they were looking for
6      on a transcript, but again, candidates could also
7      be asked for additional information at that time.
8 Q.   How many courses for example do Minnesota state
9      programs require their applicants to take in
10      diverse learners?
11 A.   There isn't a course number requirement.  The
12      requirement is that that training is provided.
13 Q.   So it could be provided in 60 seconds and the
14      training is provided?
15 A.   No.  The question was how many courses is
16      required.  There is not a requirement for one
17      course nor is there a requirement for five
18      courses.  The training has to be embedded.
19      Candidates for programs are allowed to demonstrate
20      how they have met those standards when they apply
21      for program approval by demonstrating which
22      courses meet which standards.
23 Q.   I'm worried here because as I understood your
24      answer you just said the programs when they apply
25      for licensure are required to show.  I only mean
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1      with an individual applicant, or is that the same?
2 A.   When programs apply for approval -- what I'm
3      getting as is the essential equivalency.  You're
4      saying is there a requirement in Minnesota, and
5      correct me if I'm wrong, for a particular number
6      of courses.  The answer is no.  There is not a
7      requirement for one, or five, or ten.
8 Q.   This could be satisfied -- we're still looking at
9      the Standard 3 on diverse learners.  This could be
10      satisfied by a continuing education type luncheon
11      where someone is discussing some of these issues?
12      Could that satisfy an Minnesota program?
13 A.   That would not be approved in the Minnesota
14      program.  No.
15 Q.   What would be required to be approved in the
16      Minnesota program?
17 A.   Most Minnesota programs have a full course that
18      addresses multicultural education.
19 Q.   Is it required to have a course to be approved in
20      Minnesota?
21 A.   It is required to have a course that addresses
22      those things.  It is not required to have a course
23      titled Multicultural Education.
24 Q.   For an out-of-state applicant, must they
25      demonstrate this has been satisfied by at least
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1      one particular course in their teacher preparation
2      program?
3 A.   By training in a course that was part of their
4      program.  Yes.
5 Q.   So just by way of example, if you had an applicant
6      who was a lawyer, maybe clerked on the 8th Circuit
7      for Judge Heaney and worked under the 8th Circuit
8      to get rid of the terrible disparity between the
9      location and the funding for different schools
10      between white and non-white students, and they
11      spent years working on that in terms of how to
12      implement that and so on, writing a book on it for
13      example, but they didn't take a class in their
14      preparation program specifically that dealt with
15      diverse learners, but here they had 8 to 10 years
16      of complex in-depth legal analysis working with
17      one of the more revered legal scholars in our area
18      on this exact issue, is that enough, or no?
19 A.   They would be asked to demonstrate how they met
20      those components with the process that is
21      prescribed by MDE.  It would not be an immediate
22      division made by looking at their transcript.
23      They would be asked to provide further
24      information.
25 Q.   That's going to be the same for Standard 4,
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1      Standard 5, all the way through I think it was at
2      least Standard 10; correct?
3 A.   That's not -- no.  That's not fair to say.
4 Q.   Why not?
5 A.   There's not such a process for every specific
6      requirement.  Again, if there are pieces that are
7      missing, as a licensing executive is reviewing a
8      candidate's application, they will ask the
9      candidate for more information on the information
10      that is deemed to be missing.
11 Q.   Right, but again, an applicant must demonstrate
12      that their preparation program included
13      field-specific methods -- sorry.  We're in
14      pedagogy now.  An applicant coming from out of
15      state who has completed an out-of-state
16      preparation program must demonstrate that that
17      program included pedagogy sufficient to satisfy
18      all ten of these sub factors; is that correct?
19 A.   That's correct.
20 Q.   In addition to of course the field-specific
21      teaching methods in the several subjects you've
22      listed as well as the student teaching; correct?
23 A.   Correct.
24 Q.   How many of these applications do you get through
25      a year?  Between three or four is my guess.  Is it
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1      more?
2 A.   Many more.
3 Q.   Is there a shorthand way of doing this, or does it
4      actually take this long of a process to go
5      through?
6 A.   It takes this long of a process to go through.
7      For Minnesota applicants, the review is done
8      during the process of program approval for
9      out-of-state applicants.  Because the program has
10      not been reviewed in Minnesota, the review does
11      take longer as they are asking for additional
12      information to answer questions.
13 Q.   After to those three buckets, I think you listed
14      reading, human relations, and American Indian
15      Studies?
16 A.   Those are statutory requirements.  Yes.
17 Q.   Let's talk about the reading.  You don't have to
18      tell me the specific statute, but what's the
19      statutory requirement for completion of reading as
20      well?
21 A.   The requirements for reading are different
22      depending on the subject area or the license field
23      that you're talking about.
24 Q.   Do you happen to know any of the statutes that
25      talk about that?
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1 A.   Most of them are in -- no.  There's a statutory
2      requirement for reading.  Most of the specifics
3      about how that gets carried out are embedded in
4      rule.
5 Q.   Do you know any of the statutes or rules?
6 A.   Not off the top of my head.
7 Q.   That's an additional requirement for all
8      out-of-state teacher applications; correct?
9 A.   Yes.
10 Q.   The next one you mentioned was a human relations
11      component?
12 A.   Yes.  Which speaks to the multicultural education
13      that we just spoke about.
14 Q.   What is the human relations requirement?
15 A.   The human relations requirement is basically a set
16      of I believe five -- I'm not looking at the
17      documentation in front of me, but I believe there
18      are five key components of multicultural education
19      that are expected for teacher candidates, and
20      again, that process can be viewed in more detail,
21      or those five pieces, on the Minnesota Department
22      of Education Web site.  I don't have that in front
23      of me.
24 Q.   When you say human relations component, is there a
25      specific statute that deals with that as well?
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1 A.   I don't recall if it's a statute or rule.
2 Q.   Is there a rule that deals with that?
3 A.   There are -- yes.  The rules in 8710.2000 that we
4      just spoke about deal with the human relations
5      requirement.
6 Q.   There was also a regulation that specifically
7      required human relations as well, correct, at one
8      point?
9 A.   Yes.
10 Q.   That rule has been repealed; correct?
11 A.   Correct.  Although the requirement for
12      multicultural education has not.
13 Q.   When you say multicultural education, are we
14      talking about Subpart 4, Standard 3, Diverse
15      Learners from --
16 A.   At this point, yes.
17 Q.   There's not an additional requirement on top of
18      that?
19 A.   I don't believe there is any longer, but again,
20      that's not a decision I work with on a daily
21      basis.  Our licensing executives would have to
22      speak to that.
23 Q.   You mentioned American Indian Studies; is that
24      right?
25 A.   Yes.
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1 Q.   Do you know of any statutes or regulations that
2      require that to be demonstrated as well?
3 A.   There is a statute.  I can't give you the citation
4      off the top of my head.
5 Q.   Is that a requirement for all Minnesota licensed
6      teachers?
7 A.   Yes.
8 Q.   The same for the human relations component and
9      reading?
10 A.   Yes it is.
11 Q.   I'm going to recap.  You have an applicant coming
12      in from another state seeking a K through 6
13      license.  Regardless of all training, education,
14      experience, anything else, all of those
15      out-of-state applicants are going to have to
16      demonstrate that their teacher preparation program
17      is essentially equivalent to a Minnesota teacher
18      preparation program; correct?
19 A.   Correct.
20 Q.   To do that, they are going to have to first of all
21      demonstrate that they did either student teaching
22      or the essentially equivalent of student teaching;
23      correct?
24 A.   Correct.
25 Q.   They are also going to have to demonstrate that
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1      they took courses in field-specific methods, and
2      those courses would depend on the application;
3      correct?
4 A.   On the licensure field.  Correct.
5 Q.   As a third requirement, they also have to
6      demonstrate that they have sufficient pedagogical
7      education which would be Minnesota Rule 8710.2000;
8      correct?
9 A.   Correct.
10 Q.   So they have to demonstrate that their teacher
11      preparation program satisfied each and every
12      subpart within 8710.2000?
13 A.   Correct.
14 Q.   In addition to those three things, they also have
15      to satisfy the statutory requirement for reading,
16      human relations, and American Indian Studies;
17      correct?
18 A.   Correct.
19 Q.   Once they have done all of those six things, what
20      else do they have to do to get a license?
21 A.   The final piece that we spoke earlier about was
22      their content preparation for elementary
23      education.  Normally that is done through liberal
24      studies and evidence of coursework in the areas
25      we've already described.
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1             For other licensure fields, the content
2      major that you were looking at would be dependent
3      on what licensure field you were looking at, but a
4      major within the content area.  So for life
5      science, you would be looking for biology majors.
6      For chemistry license, you would be looking for
7      chemistry majors, or perhaps chemical engineering.
8 Q.   So lastly after those six things, the applicant
9      has to demonstrate that they have a degree or some
10      sort of formal education in the content area they
11      are trying to teach as well?
12 A.   A major, or the equivalent.
13 Q.   So that's good.  To be clear, they've got those
14      six requirements, and in addition, they have to
15      show they have a major or equivalent in the
16      content area they are looking for teaching?
17 A.   Correct.
18 Q.   If you're in elementary education teaching, for
19      example K through 6, generally do four-year
20      schools offer degrees in elementary education?
21 A.   Some do, but as I said, that's normally
22      accomplished through a liberal studies
23      preparation, and again, licensing executives look
24      for evidence of coursework across the spectrum in
25      the subjects that we talked about.
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1 Q.   They would just look to see if there's something
2      equivalent to the major in the general field of
3      elementary education?
4 A.   Yes.  So if they had a liberal studies
5      preparation, they are looking to see did they have
6      coursework in writing, did they have coursework in
7      communications, in reading, in math.  Most of the
8      time, most liberal studies preparation programs
9      and a four-year degree are able to meet those
10      requirements.
11 Q.   These criteria that we've talked about, again,
12      they are necessarily going to apply to every
13      single out-of-state applicant coming in to
14      Minnesota?
15 A.   Yes.
16             MR. WATKINS:  Break?
17             MS. RUTHVEN:  Yes please.
18             (Whereupon a short break was taken from
19      10:49 a.m. to 11:04 a.m.)
20      BY MR. WATKINS:
21 Q.   Just to remind you, you're still under oath, same
22      as if you were in a court of law.  The oath will
23      continue all day despite our breaks.  Do you
24      understand?
25 A.   Yes.
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1 Q.   Just to circle back in on what we've been talking
2      about, there are as you identified five licensing
3      executives that deal with this at the BoT;
4      correct?
5 A.   That review the applications coming in on behalf
6      of MDE.  Yes.
7 Q.   They take the initial cut at this?
8 A.   Yes.
9 Q.   What are the qualifications to becoming a
10      licensing executive with the MDE?
11 A.   I've not been a part of their hiring process.
12 Q.   Do you know if those people all hold bachelor's
13      degrees?
14 A.   I don't know.
15 Q.   Do they have experience in the teaching world?
16 A.   I don't know.
17 Q.   You've mentioned then that apart from the one time
18      the BoT did instructions to them with regard to
19      the special education training you don't know the
20      last time the Board of Teaching did training with
21      these licensing executives?
22 A.   No.
23 Q.   You don't know when the Department of Education
24      did any training with them; correct?
25 A.   No.
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1 Q.   So what is the next requirement?  What happens
2      after the licensing executives take a cut at these
3      applications?  What happens next?
4 A.   Any issues they are looking to clarify -- I just
5      want to clarify too.  Based on what we talked
6      about leading up to this point, what we've
7      described is the academic preparation that we
8      haven't described fully all of the things that are
9      checked for prior to licensure.  This is just the
10      background, the academic background that is being
11      searched through for qualifications.
12 Q.   Let's keep adding to the list by all means.  So
13      what else is required after -- so those are all
14      the requirements to --
15 A.   What we've talked about is for the requirements of
16      their preparation.  That's what's being looked
17      for, but before a license can actually be issued,
18      there are a number of other requirements that must
19      be presented.  So testing.  In the State of
20      Minnesota, teacher testing is obviously a part of
21      that.  Would you like me to detail those, or is it
22      okay to just say testing?
23 Q.   The categories of other things they have to
24      satisfy?
25 A.   Testing, background checks, and certainly there is
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1      correctly?
2 A.   Yes you did.
3 Q.   Are you familiar with that passage?
4 A.   I am familiar with the passage.
5 Q.   Do you know what it means?
6             MS. RUTHVEN:  Objection.  Calls for a legal
7      conclusion.
8             THE WITNESS:  I have been a part of the
9      process to implement that language.
10      BY MR. WATKINS:
11 Q.   Then hopefully you know what it means.
12 A.   I have my own understanding of what it means.
13 Q.   What is your understanding of what this means?
14 A.   That we are changing the system as it has been in
15      order to more -- in order to recognize the
16      credentials that people are bringing to the State
17      of Minnesota in order to be licensed in Minnesota.
18 Q.   Do you know what it means where the statute there
19      says the Board of Teaching must?  Are you familiar
20      with the verb must?
21 A.   Yes.
22 Q.   What does it mean?
23             MS. RUTHVEN:  Objection.  Calls for a legal
24      conclusion.
25      BY MR. WATKINS:
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1 Q.   You can answer.  That's a silly objection.
2 A.   That we're required to streamline the procedure
3      for licensing for out-of-state candidates.
4 Q.   This is a mandate from the Minnesota state
5      legislature; correct?
6 A.   Yes it is.
7 Q.   This a mandate given to the Board of Teaching on
8      March 7, 2011?
9 A.   Yes it is.
10 Q.   Has this mandate been followed and concluded?
11 A.   It has not reached an end point, no, but there
12      have been changes to the system since that point.
13 Q.   As of today, does the BoT have criteria and
14      streamlined procedures to recognize the experience
15      and professional credentials of the person holding
16      the out-of-state diploma or degree?
17 A.   There have been changes to the criteria for
18      applicants to demonstrate their credentials coming
19      into the state, but I do not -- I would not say
20      that this is a finished process.  No.
21 Q.   So is the answer to my question no that there's no
22      criteria and streamlined procedures at this time?
23 A.   No.  That's not correct.
24 Q.   What criteria and streamlined procedures are there
25      currently in place?
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1 A.   Currently there are procedures in place for
2      looking at what an essentially equivalent
3      experience is to student teaching, which would not
4      have been true prior to 2011.
5 Q.   What are those procedures?
6 A.   The criteria that we discussed earlier under 245.
7 Q.   Anything else that's been actually adopted and is
8      in place today?
9 A.   We're in process right now of changing statute,
10      which requires the help of the Minnesota
11      legislature, to allow us to change requirements
12      for 7-12 licensure as it's translated to Minnesota
13      as well, but again, some of the changes require
14      changing the statute and not just changes to
15      operating procedure.
16 Q.   I'm not sure I followed that.  I don't think that
17      was exactly responsive to my question.  Can you
18      identify other criteria and streamlined procedures
19      that have currently been adopted by the BoT as
20      required by the amendment to Subdivision 1?
21             MS. RUTHVEN:  Objection.  This line of
22      questioning is outside of Judge Schlatter's order
23      on motion in limine in which she specifically said
24      in her memorandum portion, "Scope of this
25      proceeding.  Solely applicant is entitled to a
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1      license and does not extend to an opinion
2      concerning the board's treatment of another
3      state's applicant's general matter."  You can
4      continue.
5             THE WITNESS:  The pieces that I was
6      describing are criteria that the Board -- or
7      recommendations for changing the criteria that's
8      looked at when an applicant applies to the
9      Department of Education and the Minnesota Board of
10      Teaching.
11             The Board has adopted recommendations that
12      were made under that streamlined change process,
13      however some of the implementation of those
14      recommendations requires statutory change in order
15      for the Board to have that authority, and that's
16      continuing at this time.
17      BY MR. WATKINS:
18 Q.   We'll talk about those, but I want to know:  What
19      has been actually implemented as of right now?
20 A.   A change in the way that experience is looked at
21      in terms of what is essentially equivalent to
22      student teaching has already been made.
23 Q.   Is there anything else that's been done apart from
24      the student teaching streamlined procedure?
25 A.   That's the only thing that I would call complete
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1      at this time, or even close to complete.
2 Q.   So in the three years since the enactment of this
3      particular passage in Subdivision 1, there's been
4      one criterion streamlined procedure that's been
5      adopted and implement by the BoT; correct?
6 A.   There's been one that is in place.  There have
7      been several that have been adopted
8      recommendations by the BoT.
9 Q.   As far as actually in place and applicable to
10      applicants today, there's one?
11 A.   Solidly.  Yes.
12 Q.   The one is what we talked about, and that's
13      student teaching requirement can be satisfied not
14      only by the rigorous requirement that they have a
15      ten-week program that included a university
16      educator as well as a teacher mentor in the
17      classroom, but the exception now is that they can
18      comply with 122A.245, Subdivision 2; correct?
19 A.   To the six criteria that we described earlier.
20      Yes.
21 Q.   So they have to satisfy those six criteria, and
22      that's deemed essentially equivalent to student
23      teaching?
24 A.   Yes.  They can use that interpretive essentially
25      equivalent experiences.  Yes.
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1 Q.   That would mean looking at Requirement 1 that to
2      satisfy the essentially equivalent to a student
3      teaching the teacher preparation program must have
4      a minimum of 200 hour instructional phase that
5      provides intensive preparation and student
6      teaching before the teacher candidate assumes
7      classroom responsibilities.  Did I read that
8      correctly?
9 A.   You read that correctly.
10 Q.   So this actually also requires student teaching in
11      Part 1 of Subdivision 2?
12 A.   No.  Not as you've described it.  No.
13 Q.   It would --
14             MS. RUTHVEN:  You're looking at 245?
15      BY MR. WATKINS:
16 Q.   I'm turning your attention to 245, Subdivision 2,
17      and we'll read together Bullet Point 1.  This
18      requires, again, the teacher preparation program
19      must include 200 hour instructional phase that
20      provides intensive preparation and student
21      teaching; correct?
22 A.   Correct.
23 Q.   So the essentially equivalent to student teaching
24      is a program that includes 200 hours and student
25      teaching plus --
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1 A.   Not --
2 Q.   What does student teaching mean in this sentence
3      here?
4 A.   In this sentence, a candidate teaching in the
5      classroom with supervision, however the pieces
6      that we've described that are required of
7      Minnesota programs being a certain number of weeks
8      limit would not apply in this case.
9 Q.   So when this statute uses student teaching, you
10      read it differently from when the legislature uses
11      student teaching in 122A.23.  So in 122A.23, they
12      are talking about student.  That's a ten-week
13      course with the university instructor in the
14      classroom along with the student mentor in the
15      classroom; correct?
16 A.   Correct.  If we --
17 Q.   Then when we talk about Subdivision 2 of 245, the
18      same legislature uses the same term student
19      teaching, it now means something less than that;
20      correct?
21 A.   They are interpreted differently.
22 Q.   In addition to that part, Part 1, Subdivision 2,
23      to be essentially equivalent to student teaching,
24      the out-of-state applicant must also, I'm going to
25      read this, follow along, "A research-based and
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1      results-oriented approach focused on best teaching
2      practices to increase student proficiency and
3      growth measured against state academic standards."
4      Did I read that correctly?
5 A.   Yes.
6 Q.   So if this includes 200 hour instructional phase
7      that includes intensive preparation and student
8      teaching, they must also do this research-based
9      and results-oriented approach as part of their
10      preparation program; correct?
11 A.   Correct.  Though I don't view that as a separate
12      requirement.
13 Q.   I thought you said they have to complete the six
14      things in Subdivision 2.
15 A.   They do.  I'm saying that as part of intensive
16      preparation I would assume that Number 2 would be
17      included in intensive preparation.  Number 2 as
18      you're reading it is also a description of what
19      can be included in that intensive preparation.  I
20      don't see these as all distinct layers.
21 Q.   Number 3 would be the same strategies to combine
22      pedagogy and best teaching practices?
23 A.   Yes.
24 Q.   Number 4 as well, "Assessment, supervision, and
25      evaluation of teacher candidates to determine
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1      their specific needs throughout the program, and
2      to support the efforts to successfully complete
3      the program."  Did I read that correctly?
4 A.   You did.  I see that as a part of their student
5      teaching experience.
6 Q.   Number 5 is, "Intensive ongoing and multiyear
7      professional learning opportunities that
8      accelerate teacher candidate professional growth,
9      support student learning, and provide a workplace
10      orientation, professional staff development,
11      mentoring and peer review focused on standards of
12      professional practice."  It just keeps going.  Did
13      I read that right?
14 A.   Yes.
15 Q.   Is that a subpart of one of the requirements in
16      Part 1?
17 A.   It is describing the experience that's expected.
18 Q.   Number 6, "A requirement that the teacher
19      candidates demonstrates to the local site team
20      under Subdivision 5 satisfactory progress toward
21      requiring a standard license from the Board of
22      Teaching."  Is Number 6 also required?
23 A.   It's a required piece of programs that would exist
24      in Minnesota.  This piece really details how
25      licensure recommendation gets handled.  So that
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1      may not be the exact process that's happening in
2      other states, but there has to be a recommendation
3      for licensure in those other states, but that's
4      detailed in other --
5 Q.   I just mean the streamlined procedure that you
6      guys have developed at the BoT to recognize the
7      essentially equivalent of student teaching.  Is
8      that also required for completion of Number 6 as
9      well?
10 A.   It requires that they have been recommended for
11      licensure in another state.
12 Q.   To get this right, there's one streamlined
13      procedure in place to recognize the essentially
14      equivalent of student teaching; correct?
15 A.   Correct.
16 Q.   That streamlined procedure is they can have
17      essentially equivalence of student teaching if
18      they have completed a 200 hour instructional phase
19      that provides intensive preparation and student
20      teaching, and that preparation program must
21      include a research-based and result-oriented
22      approach focused on best teaching practices.  That
23      program must also include strategies to combine
24      pedagogy and best teaching practices.
25             They must also have during the student
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1      teaching process assessment, supervision, and
2      evaluation of teacher candidates to determine if
3      their specific needs throughout the program and
4      support their efforts to successfully complete the
5      program have all been met.
6             In addition to that, they must also have
7      intensive ongoing and multiyear professional
8      learning opportunities that accelerate teacher
9      candidate professional growth, support student
10      learning, and provide a workplace orientation,
11      professional staff development, and mentoring and
12      peer review focus, and standards of professional
13      practice, and continuous professional growth, and
14      in addition to those five things, they must also
15      demonstrate to somebody within the BoT they are
16      entitled to a license to successfully complete
17      student teaching; is that correct?
18 A.   That's not how Number 6 is interpreted in my mind.
19 Q.   Are 1 through 5 correct?
20 A.   Yes.
21 Q.   Explain to me how Number 6 is also added on to
22      those other factors.
23 A.   Number 6 details what is expected of a Minnesota
24      alternative program.  It may not look exactly the
25      same way.  For instance, it would not make sense
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1      for an alternative program in California to
2      satisfactorily make a recommendation according to
3      these terms to the Board of Teaching.
4             The Board of Teaching does not have the
5      authority to make that ruling in California, but
6      what it is expecting is that there was a
7      recommendation toward licensure in that state.
8 Q.   From somebody?
9 A.   From their program.
10 Q.   So Number 6 would add onto that long list of
11      things also that issuing school made a
12      recommendation that the candidate be given a
13      teaching license?
14 A.   Yes.  That's a part of the licensure application
15      process in Minnesota anyway.
16 Q.   That is the streamlined procedure for determining
17      essentially equivalent to student teaching?
18 A.   What has been streamlined is that there is --
19      licensure executives are allowed to recognize
20      something other than student teaching spelled out
21      on a transcript with a certain number of credits
22      tied to it that was a certain number of weeks.
23      They are allowed to look at other equivalent
24      experiences as detailed by this criteria.
25 Q.   So they are allowed to look at other things and
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1      have to satisfy all six of those requirements in
2      order to be essentially equivalent to student
3      teaching?
4 A.   Yes.
5 Q.   So again, my example of a teacher with 38 years of
6      experience teaching K through 6 and being given
7      copious numbers of awards for her work in K
8      through 6 there's no way to know without more
9      facts if she would have the essentially
10      equivalence to student teaching; correct?
11 A.   Just with that description, no.
12 Q.   You would need to know whether her student program
13      actually had student teaching for ten weeks
14      through a university where a teaching mentor was
15      also in the classroom, or she could satisfy all
16      six of these criteria; correct?
17 A.   She would be demonstrating evidence to the Board
18      of Teaching that he or she had an essentially
19      equivalent experience to student teaching if not a
20      student teaching experience as outlined in a
21      traditional program.
22 Q.   These requirements under Subdivision 2, that being
23      deemed under the Board of Teaching's understanding
24      is essentially equivalent to student teaching, is
25      that the Board of Teaching's understanding of what
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1      the Minnesota legislature meant when they said
2      that you must develop streamlined procedures?
3             MS. RUTHVEN:  Objection.  Calls for
4      speculation.
5             THE WITNESS:  That's one piece among many.
6      BY MR. WATKINS:
7 Q.   But you understand that to be a streamlined
8      procedure?
9 A.   I do.
10 Q.   There are no other streamlined procedures
11      currently in place; correct?
12 A.   Not fully implemented.  In progress.
13 Q.   How many are in progress?
14 A.   At this time, we have changes for secondary
15      licensure that are in place as well as a number of
16      changes to application procedures; those that
17      require signatures from school districts, those
18      that require others to add information into the
19      process for temporary permissions.  There are a
20      number of ways that a candidate would face
21      challenges within the system, not just the
22      implementation of issuing a full license.
23 Q.   Where are all those in the process?  How far out
24      are we from seeing streamlined procedure Number 2
25      coming in effect?
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1 A.   I would speculate to say at the end of this
2      legislative session.
3 Q.   Are there any documents that have been created by
4      the Board of Teaching that reflect these new
5      criteria, these new procedures?
6 A.   There are several documents that were provided
7      earlier in relation to the barriers that are seen
8      by out-of-state candidates and recommendations
9      that have been made based on streamlining
10      processes so that candidates would not face those
11      barriers.
12 Q.   So there do exist some documents in the Board of
13      Teaching --
14 A.   Yes.
15 Q.   Have those been produced to Faegre?
16 A.   Yes they have.
17 Q.   Have they been produced in their entirety?
18 A.   To my knowledge, yes.
19 Q.   So we have in our possession everything that would
20      be considered a streamlined procedure or in the
21      process of being adopted as a streamlined
22      procedure; correct?
23 A.   To my knowledge, yes.
24 Q.   Great.
25             MS. RUTHVEN:  I just want to clarify on
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1      that.  I think there may be some supplementation
2      coming on that, but we were going to talk about
3      supplementing anyway.  I think from the time that
4      the -- you have everything through when the
5      document requests went out.  There may be some
6      additional documents.
7             THE WITNESS:  Since that time.
8             MS. RUTHVEN:  Since you signed on the
9      document requests.
10             THE WITNESS:  Correct.
11             MR. WATKINS:  We'll look forward to that
12      because so far I've seen nothing that talks about
13      any of those things that you just mentioned.  I've
14      read every single sheet of paper that's been
15      produced in this case, and there's not one on
16      those areas.  If there are new ones, I'd love to
17      see them.  If I've missed them, we've given a
18      specific request, perhaps they can be identified
19      by Bates, but I don't believe there to be any in
20      there.
21      BY MR. WATKINS:
22 Q.   Now, continuing to look at the Subdivision 1, the
23      third sentence, it also says --
24 A.   Could I stop?  Are you going back to 122A.23?
25 Q.   Yes.  If you look at the second to last line from
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STATE OF MINNESOTA - DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

LICENSE

ISSUED TO:

FILE FOLDER NUMBER:

RECORD OF ISSUANCE
MINNESOTA LICENSE

DATE OF ISSUANCE:

TO:

FILE FOLDER NUMBER:
Inquiries should include the Name, License Type and File Folder
Number of the licensee as listed on this license, and should be
directed to the Educator Licensing Section, 1500 Highway 36 W.
Roseville, MN 55113-4266, or call (651)582-8691

Function

Number
STUDENT

LEVEL SCOPE
FUNCTION

CODE FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
EXPIRATION

DATE
June 30,

FUNCTION
NUMBER

SERIAL NUMBER:

Renewal Conditions / Limitations / Comments

12/30/13

472904

  01  K-12       FULL TIME          020000 VISUAL ARTS                          2014
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....
      ........... ................... ....... ..................................... ....

   01    You have been issued a full-time limited license.  This license is valid
         for full-time employment in the issued field and student level as
         requested by the school district or charter school for this school year
         or a portion thereof from the date of issuance to the following June 30.
         This license may include summer school instruction and/or services.  You
         are encouraged to contact a Minnesota college/university approved to
         offer this preparation program to determine what additional coursework
         may be required to obtain Minnesota licensure.
         .

         This is your first of three full-time limited licenses permitted under
         Minnesota Rules.
         .
         This license may be renewed after July 1.
         .
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1500 Highway 36 West, Roseville, MN 55113 651-582-8739  Board.Teaching@state.mn.us 

June 5, 2014

St. Paul, MN 55108

Dear ,

Thank you again for taking time to meet with me via telephone to discuss your concerns regarding your 
restricted 7-12 English Language Arts teaching license.  It is my understanding that you were incorrectly 
advised through a Minnesota teacher preparation program as to the need for you to complete a full student 
teaching prior to applying for full licensure. The additional information you have provided to me regarding your 
course work and activities since the issuance of your current license provided evidence that should now be 
formally considered through the licensure application process.

In order to apply for a full 5-12 Communication Arts and Literature license, you will need to complete the 
application to add a field to an existing MN license, found on the MDE website.
(http://education.state.mn.us/mdeprod/idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&dDocName=003630&RevisionSelection
Method=latestReleased&Rendition=primary)

Please complete the entire application and follow the instructions carefully, with the exception of seeking a 
college or university recommendation in section #5.  Enclose official copies of all transcripts for courses that 
you have completed since you last applied for licensure with Educator Licensing. Your new coursework will 
now be considered in order to meet remaining standards for full licensure in Communication Arts and 
Literature.

Once your completed application with conduct review, fee, test score information and official transcripts are 
gathered, please mail them directly to my attention at the address below in order to facilitate their review and 
processing. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me for further clarity.

Sincerely,

Erin R. Doan
Interim Executive Director

p y g g y
It is my understanding that you were incorrectly g g g g y g y y

advised through a Minnesota teacher preparation program as to the need for you to complete a full student g p p
teaching prior to applying for full licensure. T
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1500 Highway 36 West, Roseville, MN 55113 651-582-8739  Board.Teaching@state.mn.us 

June 5, 2014

Minneapolis, MN 55403

Dear , 

Thank you again for taking time to meet with me via telephone to discuss your concerns regarding your 
restricted 7-12 English Language Arts teaching license.  It is my understanding that you were incorrectly 
advised through a Minnesota teacher preparation program as to the need for you to complete a full student 
teaching prior to applying for full licensure. The additional information you have provided to me regarding your 
course work and activities since the issuance of your current license is evidence that should now be formally 
considered through the licensure application process.

In order to apply for a full 5-12 Communication Arts and Literature license, you will need to complete the 
application to add a field to an existing MN license, found on the MDE website. 
(http://education.state.mn.us/mdeprod/idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&dDocName=003630&RevisionSelection
Method=latestReleased&Rendition=primary)  

Please complete the entire application and follow the instructions carefully, with the exception of seeking a 
college or university recommendation in section #5.  Enclose official copies of all transcripts for courses that 
you have completed since you last applied for licensure with Educator Licensing. Your new coursework will 
now be considered in order to meet remaining standards for full licensure in Communication Arts and 
Literature.

Once your completed application with conduct review, fee, test score information and official transcripts are 
gathered, please mail them directly to my attention at the address below in order to facilitate their review and 
processing.  Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me for further clarity.

Sincerely,

Erin R. Doan
Interim Executive Director

p y g g y
It is my understanding that you were incorrectly g g g g y g y y

advised through a Minnesota teacher preparation program as to the need for you to complete a full student g p p
teaching prior to applying for full licensure. 
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